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1. INTRODUCTION
Despite efforts by South African national, provincial and local government to ensure more integrated
and equitable living environments for all the country’s citizens, the country has still not achieved the
spatial and social transformation desired, and promised, by the new democratic government at the
dawn of democracy. The South African Constitution (1996) states that everyone has the right to
adequate housing and places the responsibility on the state to progressively realise this right through
reasonable legislation and within its available resources. The White Paper on Housing (1994) set out
the principles for providing adequate and equitable housing and services for the poor and the 1997
Housing Act (Act No 107 of 1997) outlined a range of programmes for housing the poor. The main
approach adopted by the new democratic state was the provision of state subsidised or ‘free’ low
cost houses, otherwise known as RDP houses4 to the urban poor. The South African state has
delivered more than three million state subsidised houses since 1994. However, many of these
housing projects continue to perpetuate apartheid spatial planning, with the poor being located on
the periphery of cities. The Breaking New Ground Policy (BNG), or Comprehensive Plan for
Sustainable Human Settlement, was introduced in 2004 to address the shortcomings of the National
White Paper (1994). However, spatial inequality has continued even though the BNG emphasises an
integrated human settlements approach. Housing backlogs continue to grow in the major cities where
perceived economic opportunities result in ongoing urbanisation, natural population increase and the
decompression of crowded townships, leads to the proliferation of informal settlements. The urban
poor prioritise access to economic and other urban opportunities, as well as low cost
accommodation, and hence move in to well positioned and central informal settlements when they
migrate to the city or decompress out of crowded townships. For these households, informal
settlements “provide a level of flexibility and cheapness which cannot be obtained in formal
settlements” (Harrison et al, 2008: 232). Both national and local government in South Africa is
beginning to recognise the role that informal settlements play in providing incremental housing
solutions for the urban poor. In recent years, as part of informal settlement upgrading programmes,
more funding has been channelled into the provision of ‘incremental services’ for these settlements.
The eThekwini Municipality has for many years adopted a progressive approach to informal
settlement upgrading. This approach has recently received additional support through Durban’s
Resilience Strategy, which includes ‘collaborative informal settlement action’ as one of two pillars for
building resilience in the city (eThekwini Municipality, 2017) as well as through innovative upgrading
programmes within the municipality, such as the EU funded integrated upgrading programme, iQuaza
Lethu.
The Urban Futures Centre at the Durban University of Technology has initiated a comparative
research project in Durban, Narratives of home and neighbourhood: possibilities for reimagining urban
planning to explore how state housing models shape the social landscape of South Africa. The project
focuses on five different models of state housing in Durban, namely a mega-human settlements,
hostels, subsidised municipal residential estates, informal settlement in-situ upgrades and social
housing company-run housing developments. The research focuses on how residents create ‘homes’
out of the physical materiality of the form of state housing in which they find themselves, and how
these built forms shape sense of self, neighbourhood and belonging.
4

The South African state’s low-cost houses are known as RDP houses as the programme was initiated as part of
South Africa’s Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) in 1994.
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The main research questions of the ‘Narratives of Home’ project were:
1. What are the meanings residents attach to home and neighbourliness in specific types of
state-delivered housing?
 How do residents create places that are understood and experienced as home?
 How are the concepts of neighbourliness and neighbourhood understood and shaped
in clusters of housing units?
2. What kinds of place identities develop in these spaces and why?
3. How does the design of the built environment in these spaces enable or constrict social
relations, and in turn shape people’s sense of home, belonging and neighbourhood?
4. How do residents transform the built environment through everyday livelihood practices
and ways of belonging?
5. What are some of the intended and unintended social consequences of living in state
delivered housing?

1.1 Research site
Vicky Sim5, Ashling McCarthy6, Catherine Sutherland, Sibongile Buthelezi and Duduzile Khumalo7
(under Ashling McCarthy (Pty) Ltd) were appointed by the Urban Futures Centre to explore these
questions in an informal settlement in-situ upgrade8. The research was undertaken in Quarry Road
West informal settlement (QRW) in Clare Estate (also called Palmiet), Durban, where the informal
settlers’ narratives and experiences of home were explored, presented and analysed.
QRW has been in existence since 1984 (Williams et al, 2019). It is situated on the southern side of the
M19 highway, on the flood plain of the Palmiet River, 1.7 km before it joins the uMngeni River (refer
to Figure 1.1 below). The settlement is adjacent to the middle-income suburb of Palmiet/Clare Estate.
The settlement is divided into four sub-areas (Mcondo 1, Mcondo 2, Mamsuthu and Mampondweni).
MamSuthu, a woman from Bizana in the Eastern Cape, established the settlement in 1984, locating it
on raised section of the floodplain on the southern side of the river. The settlement has grown
significantly over the past 34 years, with the greatest expansion taking place in the past five years (see
Figure 1.2 and Figure 6.1). A recent household survey indicates that the settlement contains
approximately 1030 households (approximately 3000 residents9) (Mazeka et al, 2019). According to
Williams et al (2019) the settlement has gone through several periods of rapid expansion, with most
taking place just after a flood or fire event. Google Earth imagery shows the most dramatic increase in
settlement size between November 2012 and June 2013 when Mcondo 2 (previously vacant) was
settled.
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School of Built Environment and Development Studies, University of KwaZulu-Natal.
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Quarry Road West has received incremental services from the eThekwini Municipality and hence does
represent an in-situ upgrade as a deferred relocation settlement. However, due to the precarious location of the
settlement on the Palmiet River it is highly unlikely that a long term in-situ upgrade will take place on the site.
9
Participatory GIS mapping process and household survey conducted by C. Sutherland, B. Mazeka, S. Buthelezi,
D. Khumalo and 20 mapmakers from Quarry Road West informal settlement in May/June 2017 (see Mazeka et
al, 2019).
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Figure 1.1: Location of Quarry Road West informal settlement in Durban
(Source of aerial photography: AfriGis (Pty) Ltd 2017; Google 2017.
Image dated 2 August 2015)
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Figure 1.2: Quarry Road West informal settlement
(Source of aerial photography: AfriGis (Pty) Ltd 2017; Google 2017. Image dated 2 August 2015)

Residents of QRW have maximised the space available on the narrow floodplain with some homes
built right up to the guard rail on the M19 and under the M19 where it crosses the Palmiet River (see
Plate 1.1). They have also been built precariously close to the river (see Plate 1.2). The property upon
which the settlement is located is owned by multiple state and private landowners including the
Department of Transport (M19 road reserve) and a private landowner, who also owns a now defunct
petrol station and motor repair workshop on the site. An open piece of land within the settlement
between Mcondo 1 and Mcondo 2 remains vacant at the request of the landowner and it is cleared by
the eThekwini Municipality’s Land Invasion Unit when residents attempt to establish new homes on
this site.
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Plate 1.1: Quarry Road West homes below the
M19 where it crosses the Palmiet River
(Source: Google Earth, image dated 2 August
2015)

Plate 1.2: View of Quarry Road West informal
settlement from the Quarry Road West bridge
over the Palmiet River
(Source: Photograph taken by Sibongile
Buthelezi)
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Since most of the settlement is located either in the road reserve or within the 1:100-year flood line,
it is not earmarked by the eThekwini Municipality for a long term in-situ upgrade to RDP housing. The
settlement is one of the most risk-prone in Durban, being subject to frequent flooding events. This is
due to the particular dynamics of the Palmiet River, which rises rapidly after heavy rainfall. The
extensive hardened surfaces upstream and the location of the settlement at the lower end of the
catchment contribute to the flood risk in the settlement. The most recent serious floods took place on
two occasions in 2016 when several homes were washed away (Sutherland, 2016) – see Plate 1.3
below. Fires are also a frequent occurrence in QRW due to widespread illegal electricity connections
leading to extensive loss of property.

Plate 1.3: Quarry Road West homes at risk
during May 2016 flooding
(Source: Photograph taken by Lee D’Eathe from
River Watch)

A range of health and safety risks associated with a lack of basic services and pollution in both the
river and settlement, impact negatively on residents’ quality of life. A large rodent population has led
to an increase in snakes, including the dangerous black mamba, and health problems are caused by
the use of the polluted river water for washing and other uses (Sutherland, 2016). However, despite
being exposed to high environmental risk, the settlement’s residents are averse to moving to RDP
housing projects in other parts of the city (such as Parkgate and Cornubia) that have been offered to
them by the municipality. In 2009 more than half of the residents refused relocation to Parkgate, near
Verulam (Sutherland, 2016). The settlement’s good location within the urban core of the city and
6

access to education, work, health services and other opportunities and amenities, cheaper transport,
as well as well-established livelihood networks are also reasons given by the residents for wanting to
remain in their current location10.
The municipality has recognised the likely longevity of QRW through the provision of incremental
services. The settlement has been provided with three sets of male and female communal ablution
blocks (CABs) in each of Mcondo 1 and Mcondo 2 and Mampondweni, and a number of communal
water points across the settlement (see Figure 2), serviced by the municipality. Recently, the
municipality has provided electricity connections to households in Mampondweni and has plans to
electrify the rest of the settlement. Waste removal is problematic and creates tension between the
community and the municipality, leading to much of the waste generated in the settlement ending up
in the river (see Plate 1.4). Problems with the distribution of black refuse bags to the households, as
well as the community’s unmet demands for jobs with the waste collection contractors, are partly to
blame. A recycling project initiated by UKZN with the Wildlands Conservation Trust, as part of the
Palmiet Catchment Rehabilitation Project (PCRP), has faced several challenges, due in part to unmet
expectations of the project.
The Land Invasion Unit of the municipality monitors the settlement and any new structures are
removed. This has occurred on four occasions since 1917 as residents close to the river who are at
risk for flooding have attempted to relocate themselves on the open space in the middle of the
settlement. This has led to protests, negotiations between the sub-ward committee and the
municipality, and the decision to move the ‘invading’ informal settlers from this particular space in
the community to other spaces in the settlement. In 2018 a resident that had upgraded her house by
adding a new roof had her home taken down by the Land Invasion Unit. This was an illegal eviction,
which was addressed with the municipality using the drone maps and GIS map produced in
partnership between the community and researchers from UKZN as evidence (see Mazeka, et al,
2019). In 2009 the community strongly resisted the move to Parkgate through protests, with only a
small percentage of households accepting state subsidised houses and relocating.
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Unpublished analysis of Quarry Road West Household Survey 2016 conducted by Climways research team,
SoBEDS, UKZN.
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Plate 1.4: Waste on edge of Palmiet River
under the Quarry Road West bridge over the
Palmiet River
(Source: Photograph taken by Sibongile
Buthelezi)

The community is well organised, has well established political structures and its area committee
meets regularly to discuss community matters. Committee members handle a range of portfolios
including development, water, health (home based care) and employment. The community is also
represented on the local ward committee, a formal relationship established between the local
councillor and the broader community in Ward 23 of the eThekwini Municipality (Sutherland, 2016).
Ward 23 is a Democratic Alliance Ward. Prior to the local government elections in 2016, Ward 23 was
an African National Congress ward.
The politics of the community is unusual in that the area committee was able to navigate the
transition from being in an ANC governed ward to a DA governed ward in 2016 without major
fractures developing in the community. The previous ANC dominated committee remained in place
with DA political members joining the committee. The mapmakers and researchers who participate in
the PCRP, and the multiple research projects undertaken in the settlement in partnership with
researchers from SoBEDS, include members from both the ANC and DA sub-structures. The
committee communicates with the DA ward councillor when issues arise in the settlement, and also
engages directly with municipal departments as a result of the capacity that has been built in the
settlement to develop state-citizen relations.

1.2 Research team
The research team comprises of two independent consultants and three University of KwaZulu-Natal
researchers with a varied skill set:


Vicky Sim is an independent researcher who specialises in the fields of spatial planning,
development and environmental management in the eThekwini municipal area.



Ashling McCarthy combines social anthropology with creative thinking, and creative practices,
such as the arts, craft and product development, to bring about social change in South African
communities.
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Dr Catherine Sutherland is an academic in the School of Built Environment and Development
Studies (SoBEDS) at the University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN). She is a geographer who
conducts research on urban resilience, sustainability and environmental governance, with a
particular focus on water governance, informal settlements and peri-urban areas located on
traditional authority land.



Sibongile Buthelezi is a community researcher based at SoBEDS, UKZN who has extensive
experience in working with communities in informal settlements and peri-urban areas on
environmental and urban governance.



Duduzile Khumalo is a community researcher, development practitioner and community
activist based at SoBEDS, UKZN who works with peri-urban and urban communities, especially
on service delivery and other social issues.

The SoBEDS UKZN project team members have established strong relationships with the QRW
community (both area committee and non-committee members) since 2014 through their SANCOOP
Climways research project. The project focused on the relationship between the community and the
river within the context of climate and water governance in the municipal area. Linked to Climways,
community members have played an integral role in the Palmiet Rehabilitation Project, co-managed
by the municipality’s Environmental Planning and Climate Protection Department, SoBEDS, and the
Palmiet River Watch (Martel and Sutherland, 2019; Sutherland et al, 2017). The project has enabled
the community to expand its network of influence and support (Sutherland, 2016). It has also assisted
the community to deal with several of the critical challenges they face including the development of a
flood warning system, training of snake monitors, initiation of the waste recycling project, developing
climate adaptation strategies and mapping the settlement (Martel and Sutherland, 2019; Mazeka et
al, 2019; Sutherland et al, 2017).

1.3 Report outline
The report consists of the following sections:








Informal settlements: Here to stay: The section starts with an exploration of informal
settlements in the urban context, the state’s response to this form of self-built housing and
shifts in policy and practice in South Africa towards informal settlements being part of the
housing solution for the urban poor. We reflect on the approach eThekwini Municipality has
adopted in addressing informal settlements in the city and the implications for people living in
these settlements.
Place and place attachment: The theory of place and attachment to place is then presented,
defining the main concepts and ideas that provide the conceptual framework for the
research.
Methodological framework: This section provides an overview of the participatory action
research approach and the research methodologies used in the data collection process,
namely Photovoice, focus groups and community mapping.
Data collection: We describe the data collection process, including some of the challenges
faced and lessons learnt.
9





Home and neighbourhood in Quarry Road West: Our analysis of the QRW research
participant’s narratives, images and maps first explores the materiality of QRW as a
predominantly self-built informal settlement. We then uncover place attachment in QRW in
terms of place dependence and place identity. In the place identity section, we consider
personal place identity, sense of community (neighbourliness and neighbourhood), the
dichotomy of rural and urban place identity, and elements of a negative place identity
associated with living in an informal settlement. We conclude this section by considering how
the built environment enables and constrains social relations.
Implications for creating liveable human settlements: The report concludes with a discussion
of what the research findings mean for the state and other housing providers seeking to
develop new housing developments that meet the needs of the urban poor.
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2. INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS: HERE TO STAY
2.1 Introduction
According to Roy (2014) the challenge with theories of the urban south are that they are considered
to be parochial wisdoms based on unprocessed raw data, in comparison to the universal and
generalizable urban theories of the north. As a result, cities of the global north are explained through
authoritative theory, while cities of the south are explored through and explained by urban theory
from the north, which is not always appropriate or relevant, or unique ethnographic accounts of life in
the city. She therefore argues that ‘new geographies of theory’ need to be produced which reflect
local embeddedness developed through detailed empirical studies (Roy, 2009). An urbanism where
“traditional authority, religious identity or informality are as central to legitimate urban narratives as
the vacillations in modern urban capitalist public policy” (Oldfield and Parnell, 2014, p 2) needs to be
developed. This research contributes to this call to develop southern framings of urban theory, by
constructing and analysing the narratives of home in an informal settlement, drawing on theories of
informality and place identity and reflecting on how these can be reconfigured to begin to produce
southern theories of home and place. Erwin (2017) and Charlton (2010) support the need for microscale research that reflects on how “social interactions, social identities and people’s sense of place
and belonging are shaped by, and shape the use of, these housing developments” (Erwin, 2017, p 70).

Rapid urbanisation is a phenomenon of the global south, with cities in Africa and Asia experiencing
the highest rates of urbanisation and growth. This is evident in both large and small cities. Urban
development in the global south is both unequal and uneven. Urban planning and development in
southern cities, as well as local government capacity, cannot keep up with the pace and intensity of
urbanisation, natural increase and the decompression of crowded urban settlements. The growth of
cities “is not matched by growth in housing and service opportunities, resulting in millions of people
living in sub-standard conditions in cities across the world” (Braathen et al, 2016: 1). As a result,
‘slums’ or informal settlements have become ‘home’ to the urban poor, with 33% of urban residents
in the developing world living under such conditions by 2012 (UN-Habitat, 2012). The proliferation of
poor housing conditions for the urban poor has prompted global organisations such as the Cities
Alliance to call for ‘slum free cities’. However, this call has been countered by the ongoing and rapid
growth of informal settlements in the developing world and the recognition that informal settlements
are ‘here to stay’ and form part of the housing solution for the urban poor.
A paradigm shift in urban planning, development and housing policy is therefore required to deal with
this challenge (Huchzermeyer, 2011; UNHabitat, 2014). While the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) do not contain a particular goal for housing (which the Millennium Development Goals did
through Goal 7, target 11), housing and integrated settlements are addressed through twelve of the
seventeen goals that underpin the right to adequate housing. Access to and the provision of adequate
and affordable housing for the urban poor is therefore a priority and challenge for governments
across the world. UNHabitat and the SDG’s argue for a shift away from the mere delivery of housing
units to meet housing demand, to the development of integrated human settlements, where urban
residents have access to the full bundle of urban resources for health and well-being, and where the
multiple elements of developing human settlements that meet people’s economic, social,
environmental and political needs are provided and assembled.
11

As governments have recognised that upgraded informal settlements form part of the housing
solution in rapidly growing cities, so they have shifted towards policies that favour in-situ upgrading
(Lemanski et al, 2017; Sutherland et al, 2016; Huchzermeyer and Karam, 2016; Khalifa, 2015). This
shift has been driven largely by the recognition that the state is not able to keep up with growing
housing demand through the provision of formal housing (Lemanski et al, 2017). The recognition that
the location of housing for the urban poor impacts significantly on poverty and inequality has also led
to a change in approach (Lemanski, 2011). This policy frame reflects, at least in principle, a
recognition that the urban poor choose to live in particular locations because they offer access to a
bundle of urban opportunities that are critical to their survival. Residents of informal settlements
often develop strong economic and social networks that form part of their coping strategies. The
relocation of the urban poor away from their established locations, usually to areas on the urban
periphery, can increase their vulnerability and poverty. Upgrading of informal settlements as a policy
approach has taken on different forms as it responds to particular political, economic and social
histories and contexts (Sutherland et al, 2016). In-situ upgrading can be implemented as minimal
improvement, where only basic services are provided, such as in the case of Quarry Road West
informal settlement, but it can also lead to substantial upgrading where services, facilities and
housing are significantly upgraded. However, even with the emergence of progressive approaches to
informal settlement up-grading, slum dwellers continue to face evictions and relocations, with
resettlement projects being developed on marginal land or in the rural periphery, far from the urban
resources which support the urban poor.
Strong political will and innovative housing policy is required to address the challenge of housing in
cities in the south. More flexible, participatory and experimental governance approaches are required
if resilience and sustainability is to be built (Williams et al, 2019; Lemanski et al, 2017; Sutherland et
al, 2016; Khalifa, 2015; Pelling, 2011; Swilling and Annecke, 2013). This will require multi-actor
partnerships between the state, NGOs, financial institutions, research organisations, the private
sector and community-based organisations. International thinking on urban policy promotes the role
of the local state in development, including the provision of housing and services, the development of
economic growth and poverty alleviation strategies, the enhancement of participatory governance,
and the promotion of resilience and sustainable development (Parnell et al, 2009). Local governments
therefore have a crucial role to play in responding to the housing crisis in cities. Local government is
at the closest interface to the urban poor and hence is best placed to engage with communities
within each local context to find appropriate solutions to housing challenges. Currently, the lack of
participation of the poor in the housing process in many countries of the south impacts significantly
on housing outcomes. Research has shown that it is critical to build relationships between the local
state and citizens (Mazeka et al, 2019; Williams et al, 2019; Dupont et al, 2016; Sutherland et al,
2017). However, the local state has to respond to these challenges within the frameworks set by
regional and national government, and it is often constrained by the legislation, policy and funding
mechanisms of higher spheres of government. It is also often influenced by international thinking and
global agendas.
In understanding how the challenge of addressing informal settlements is being framed by local
governments, it is important to reflect on the global discourses of ‘cities and slums’. The Cities
Alliance’s slogan of ‘Cities without Slums’ was taken up by many cities in the global south in the
2000s. This discourse was reflected in the long-term target of Millennium Development Goal Seven
(Target 11), thereby creating a bold vision of ‘slum-free cities’ (Huchzermeyer, 2011). This dominant
12

‘slum free urban discourse’ therefore began to shape the policies and practices of national and local
states (Sutherland et al, 2016). While aiming to be a progressive discourse, supporting the urban
poor’s journey ‘out of slums’ through participatory upgrading and relocation, in many countries it led
to more repressive policies and supported the discourse of ‘slum eviction and relocation’ so as to
achieve the goal of ‘cities without slums’ (Sutherland et al, 2016; Gilbert, 2007; Dupont, 2011;
Huchzermeyer, 2011).

2.2 Defining informal settlements
Defining informality is challenging particularly given the continuum that exists between formality and
informality in cities of both the north and the south. According to Braathen et al (2016: 10) formality
in the context of human settlements is considered to include “urban planning systems, formal
decision making-processes and the law”. Informality on the other hand is considered to be processes
which “operate outside of these practices”. However, Roy (2011) argues that the differences between
formality and informality are not always clear and that informality can be thought of as an organising
concept that reveals the constantly changing set of relations between legal and illegal, authorized and
unauthorized, what is allowed and what is not, and that this set of relations generates considerable
conflict between the state and its citizens and between citizens themselves. Framing informality in
different ways has also led to multiple and wide-ranging constructions of slum dwellers, from slum
dwellers being considered as ‘undesirable’, to being ‘innovative makers and shapers of urban space’.
Rather than one single definition, there is a continuum of informal housing in cities in the south.
According to UN-Habitat (2002) slums are defined according to their physical and legal characteristics
including insecure residential status; overcrowding; inadequate access to water, sanitation and other
services and infrastructure; and poor structural quality of housing. In South Africa, the continuum
includes informal settlements, backyard shacks or tenants/lodgers and peri-urban housing. Informal
settlements in South Africa are defined according to their “lack of security of tenure; informality; poor
and sub-standard building materials; lack of access to services, although many informal settlements in
South Africa are provided with basic services such as communal tap points and rudimentary
sanitation” (Sutherland, 2016: 18). According to the National Housing Code, informal settlements are
identified by their inappropriate locations, limited public and private sector investment, illegality and
informality, poverty and vulnerability and social stress.
Informal settlements are one of the most dramatic reflections of urban inequality, poverty, innovation
and resilience (Sutherland and Sim, 2017). Informal settlements have limited access to basic services
and facilities and are often located on marginal sites exposed to high environmental risk. They also
offer opportunities for the poor to claim their ‘right to the city’. They enable self-development, are
flexible and affordable, are often well located in terms of job seeking opportunities and exist as a
result of well-established social networks that reduce risk and vulnerability. Informal settlements are
spaces of contrasts: they are simultaneously spaces that experience severe challenges and a poor
quality of life, and spaces of innovation, diversity, and resilience. Rather than viewing informal
settlements as a problem in the city or as ‘non-modern’, the narratives of informal settlements need
to be re-written in relation to why they have emerged, what they offer the urban poor, and how they
support the ‘right to the city’ (Robinson, 2016). Similarly, the apocalyptic view of slums is challenged
by Roy (2011: 223) and Bayat (2007) who argue that flexibility, habitation, negotiation, livelihood, self13

organisation, the struggle for survival and politics form the core of life in an informal settlement.
Critical urban theory, which conceptualises the inventive spaces of informal settlements, and
recognises their identities and reflections of ‘home’, needs to be developed further, so as to shift
constructions of informality and informal settlements which are negative and non-inclusive. According
to Sutherland and Sim (2017: 23) “informality can be seen as a failure, a lack of development or a
problem in cities by those tasked with managing them, but from the perspective of those who live and
survive through informality, it creates social, economic and political opportunity when the formal
system has failed to provide such options”.
These two very different perspectives on informal settlements are reflected in South African housing
legislation, policy and practice. Legislation and policy in relation to informal settlements in South
Africa reveals a changing pattern, which oscillates from accepting informal settlements as part of the
urban fabric, to wanting to produce ‘slum free cities’. While it is not acceptable for citizens to live
under the conditions of life in an informal settlement, legislation and policy needs to recognise and
respond to the reality that informal settlements are here to stay and that they form an important
element of the urban fabric in cities for the urban poor.

2.3 Housing policy and informal settlements in South Africa
Forced removals were a main tool of the apartheid government’s spatial engineering project under
the Group Areas Act (1950), and informal settlements were frequently demolished. Post-1994,
informal settlers were afforded protection through progressive changes to legislation. Sections 26 (1)
and (2) of the South African Constitution state that “(1) Everyone has the right to have access to
adequate housing; and that (2) The state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within
its available resources, to achieve the progressive realisation of this right, which ensures a qualified
right to housing and protection against arbitrary eviction” (South African Constitution, 1996).
Post 1994, the ANC government inherited cities with large housing backlogs. The ongoing existence of
informal settlements undermined the transformation agenda. The eradication of ‘slums’ became, and
still is, the dominant discourse of the ANC government, strongly influenced by Cities Alliance’s slogan
Cities without Slums and the Millennium Development Goals (MDG). Informal settlement eradication
was legitimised both as a way of ‘addressing’ the legitimate goal of poverty eradication, and to reduce
the housing backlog (Huchzermeyer, 2011). Poor households were protected against illegal and unfair
eviction with the repeal of both the Prevention of Illegal Squatting Act No. 51 of 1951 with all its
amendments, and the Slums Act No. 76 of 1979 in South Africa. The White Paper on Housing led to
the promulgation of the Housing Act No. 107 of 1997, which refers to 'slum elimination' as a step
towards the long-term goal of achieving adequate housing in South Africa. The PIE Act replaced these
two Acts in terms of evictions and demolitions. It upholds principle 26 of the Constitution and makes
the eviction of an unlawful occupier illegal, unless the eviction is authorised by an order of the court
and complies with a number of procedural requirements. Legislation therefore provides informal
settlers with a certain level of rights.
The discourse of ‘slum-free cities’ was supported by the post-apartheid state’s housing policy of largescale delivery of title-deed formal housing, known as RDP houses11. The delivery of RDP housing was
11

Referred to as houses here, but includes housing in the form of flats in multi-storey developments.
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aligned with the widespread view among politicians, government officials and communities that
informal settlements were temporary phenomena of South African cities and that formal housing
would be delivered at scale to the urban poor. The policy adopted was one of relocation and
resettlement as state provided formal houses were allocated based on a set of criteria that
determined eligibility for an RDP house (Erwin, 2017; Meth and Charlton, 2017; Sutherland et al,
2016). Delivery was not the only goal of the South African state-driven housing programme. Five
related objectives formed part of the programme: to demonstrate delivery to an expectant postdemocracy constituency; to contribute to the economy12; to contribute to poverty alleviation; to
establish housing markets and to develop urban citizenship through the creation of a democratic and
integrated society (Charlton, 2009). The responsibility for housing delivery is vested with provincial
governments who control the funding and facilitate and approve projects and schemes. Local
governments are expected to identify housing demand and suitable sites for developments, and to
motivate for the requisite funding for these projects. Although large numbers of houses have been
transferred to the poor, these houses are often small, of sub-standard quality, and are located on the
periphery of cities. Due to their peripheral location, these housing projects are isolated from
livelihood opportunities and social services, they have not produced integrated and sustainable
neighbourhoods, and they perpetuate urban sprawl (Lemanski, 2011; Charlton, 2009; Pithouse, 2009;
Sutherland et al, 2016).
As a result of the failures and shortcomings of the 1994 Housing Policy the Breaking New Ground
Policy was introduced in 2004 (National Department of Housing (NDoH), 2004). The BNG recognised
the lack of development of integrated and sustainable human settlements as a result of the focus on
the delivery of housing units at the expense of settlement quality. This new policy adopted a more
holistic approach to housing, including in-situ upgrading, flexible planning approaches and increased
community participation (Huchzermeyer 2006). However, the implementation of the BNG remained
weak, with informal settlement upgrading not being realised as a priority goal in addressing the
housing challenge in South Africa.
Despite the sentiments outlined in the BNG the provincial Elimination & Prevention of Re-emergence
of Slums Act, passed in KwaZulu-Natal in 2007 and taken up by national government later in that year,
supported the prevailing discourse of slum eradication as it allows for demolitions which are
legitimised by court orders. The Land Invasion Unit of eThekwini Municipality removes newly erected
informal houses in the city in an attempt to reduce the growth of informal settlements. Land invasion
monitors were set up to remove new builds in informal settlements, which are identified by ongoing
on the ground monitoring and surveillance. However, these removals continue to be strongly
opposed by shack dwellers’ movements such as Abahlahli baseMjondolo and human rights
organisations (Pithouse, 2009). The discourse of ‘slum elimination’ constructs informal settlements as
problems or a risk to society, requiring elimination. Pithouse (2009) challenges this view by arguing
that informal settlements reflect the self-built housing solution of the poor. In addition, these removal
processes do nothing more than stem the tide, as the number of informal houses is increasing
significantly in Durban.

12

The Housing Code notes that housing practices should also ‘reinforce the wider economic impact and benefits
derived from effective and adequate housing provision in the domestic economy’ (NDoH, 2000:11).
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By 2010, national government began to shift its position on informal settlements. After delivering
over 3 million houses to the urban poor since 1994, there was a realisation that the state could not
continue to deliver formal houses at the scale and pace required (National Planning Commission
2011). The formal housing process has not been able to adequately tackle the South African housing
backlog. Hence, national and local state policy has turned towards informal settlement upgrading. The
surprise announcement by President Zuma in 2010 that 400 000 informal settlement units would be
upgraded as a new housing target reflected this shift in position. However, it appeared that only
settlements on land considered suitable for standardised low-cost township development would be
considered in this programme.

2.4 Informal settlements in Durban
Durban is home to 3.6 million people. Its population is expected to grow to 4.2 million by 2030
(eThekwini Municipality, 2016/2017). The city faces significant social, economic and environmental
challenges as a result of its high levels of poverty (41.8% of the population experience poverty), high
unemployment rate, large housing and service backlogs, low rates base, loss of biodiversity and high
levels of water and land pollution. It has a young population with 66% of its citizens being under the
age of 35 (eThekwini Municipality, 2016/2017). It is a highly unequal city, with a gini coefficient of
0.68. This is not surprising given that South Africa is considered to be one of the most unequal
countries in the world. The city has a diverse population with the majority of the population being
African (73.8%) followed by the Indian community (16.7%), White community (6.6%), Coloured
community (2.5%) and other (0.4%) (Statistics South Africa, 2011).
Migrants from KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern Cape make up a large proportion of the population
growth in the city, although this proportion is less than in Johannesburg and Cape Town (Posel, 2015).
A circular migration pattern is well established in the city with many migrants retaining strong
attachments to their rural homes (Posel and Marx, 2013). For many, Durban is a place to live but
‘home’ is in the rural areas. The majority of migrants are from KwaZulu-Natal, followed by people
from other countries and then migrants from the Eastern Cape. Almost one third of the migrants from
the Eastern Cape live in informal settlements in Durban (Sutherland and Sim, 2017). This reflects the
circulatory migration pattern of the city and the need for affordable and flexible housing (eThekwini
Municipality, 2016/2017). The central and northern regions of the city have the greatest
concentrations of people (34.5% and 33.6% respectively). While service infrastructure is well
developed in the central regions of the city, with some spare capacity in water and sanitation systems,
it has not expanded out towards the north of the city at the pace or density required.
After 2010 eThekwini Municipality adopted a progressive approach to informal settlements, in many
ways shaping national government responses to informality and upgrading. The city accepts informal
houses as part of the urban fabric and has developed innovative processes to deal with informality in
this sector. In Durban, informal settlement upgrading is implemented in different ways depending on
the suitability of the land on which the settlement is located. Informal settlements which are not
eligible for in-situ upgrading, but are identified for relocation, are provided with a minimum level of
services by the eThekwini Municipality, which includes communal tap points, pit latrines and/or
communal ablution blocks. Informal settlements that will not be relocated nor upgraded in the shortterm are serviced by the Municipality’s Incremental Services Programme. This programme provides
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communal ablution blocks that contain toilets, showers, wash basins and water points in containers
that are managed by caretakers. Electricity is now being provided in many informal settlements, to
deal with the issue of the use of illegal electricity, which is both costly to the municipality as electricity
is ‘stolen’, and extremely dangerous. Substantial upgrading is undertaken on sites that are suitable for
low-income housing and where the councillors support these upgrades. In this case, where informal
housing is demolished, informal dwellers are relocated to transit camps and then moved back when
the formal housing is complete. Conflict arises when some residents of the original settlement cannot
be accommodated in the new housing project as was seen in the violent housing protests in Cato
Crest in Durban in January 2013 (Sutherland, 2016). The municipality has undertaken informal
settlement upgrades in partnership with organisations such as Slum Dwellers International (SDI) and
Project Preparation Trust (PPT). The Incremental Services Programme, which is implemented by the
city’s Human Settlements Unit (HSU), is supported by Engineering Services. In the past incremental
services were only provided to settlements that were not on the Municipality’s priority list of 166
settlements that were due for relocation. However, the Municipality now provides incremental
services to all informal settlements in the city based on need (see Table 2.2). Quarry Road West
informal settlement has access to a range of services through the incremental services programme
including communal ablution blocks, tap points and electricity in one of the sections of the
settlement.

Table 2.1: Informal settlement upgrading programmes, July 2016
(Source: eThekwini Municipality, 2017)
Type of upgrade
Completed upgrades
Upgrades in progress
(including planning)
Proposed upgrades,
incremental services
Relocations/Emergency
Services
Total (excluding completed
upgrades)

Number of informal settlements
66
134

Number of households
34 880
98 000

253

151 500

115

23 500

502

272 500

While informal settlements in Durban continue to grow, with the Municipality stating that 24.7% of its
residents live in informal settlements (eThekwini Municipality, 2016/2017), the Census data paints a
different picture. The 2001 Census indicated that 19% of households in Durban lived in informal
settlements, 8% lived in traditional households and 73% lived in formal households. By the 2011
Census, the percentage of households in Durban living in formal housing had increased both in
relative and absolute terms. Almost 80% lived in formal households with the number living in informal
housing decreasing to 13%. Household size in informal settlements has decreased significantly
between 2001 (3.37 members per household) and 2011 (2.46 members per household) (Posel, 2015).
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Figure 2.1: Percentage of households per housing type in Durban, 2001 and 2011
(Source: Posel, 2015).
However, the Census data stands in strong contrast to data generated by the HSU in eThekwini
Municipality. In 2014, the HSU indicated that 31% of the municipality’s population lived in informal
settlements and that the city had a housing backlog of 411 783 households (Sutherland, 2016). More
recent data from the HSU (July 2016) indicates that the housing backlog has decreased, and this is
largely explained through the impact that informal settlement upgrades have had on what is
perceived to be the housing backlog (eThekwini Municipality, 2017). However, as with other cities in
South Africa, the number of backyard shacks is increasing.
The official housing backlog of the eThekwini Municipality was 238 000 households in 2017 (Table
2.2). The total backlog in terms of people living in the city stands at 1.5 million people (assuming a
household size of 3.4 people) which is approximately 45% of the urban population of 3.6 million
people (eThekwini Municipality, 2017). Informal housing forms 62% of the housing backlog, which
reflects that addressing the upgrading and planning of informal settlements is critical to the city’s
future in terms of sustainable pro-poor housing provision.

Table 2.2: Housing backlogs in eThekwini Municipality, July 2016
(Source: eThekwini Municipality, 2017)
Type of Housing
Informal housing
Backyard shacks
Traditional dwellings
Estimated total

Backlog (number of households)
238 000
49 000
96 000
383 000

This data reveals the complexity of addressing informal housing in Durban as the statistics on the
number of residents in informal housing is variable depending on how and by whom it is counted. This
creates a challenge for planning around informal settlements and their needs. eThekwini Municipality
is currently (2018/2019) attempting to verify informal settlement data through counts done using the
latest aerial photography.
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Apart from considering the number of informal households in Durban, it is also important to consider
their location (see Figure 2.2). The location of informal settlements in Durban reflects the history of
the city and its apartheid legacy. The majority of settlements are located along the Urban
Development Line (UDL) which is a conceptual line constructed to delineate the urban core and rural
periphery of the city (see Figure 2.3). While the city is conceptualised as having an urban
development zone and a rural development zone, in reality the boundary between urban and rural is
blurred and in fact the city is experiencing a significant urbanisation of the rural periphery, particularly
in the traditional authority areas.

Figure 2.2: The location of informal
settlements in Durban
(Source: Human Settlements Unit, eThekwini
Municipality, 2017)
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Figure 2.3: The Urban Development
Line, eThekwini Municipality
(Source: eThekwini Municipality,
2012)

Most of the informal settlements in Durban are located in areas that formed the boundary between
the homeland of KwaZulu and the Durban Functional Region during the apartheid era. Due to the pass
laws and the Group Areas Act (1950), African people were excluded from living in the city and so
moved from within the homeland area adjacent to the city as close to the boundary of the formal city
as they could. This pattern became entrenched and still forms the ‘backbone’ of the location of
informal settlements in Durban. In the Outer West, informal settlements developed in a similar way
adjacent to the formal nodes of Mpumalanga and Hammarsdale. Small pockets of informal
settlements have developed in the central areas of the city in marginal spaces where the urban poor
could access land close to the urban core. Quarry Road West informal settlement is one such
settlement as it is located in the urban core close to the economic and social opportunities offered by
the inner suburbs and business districts of Durban and its Central Business District.
As the data reveals, informal settlements are a critical element of housing for the urban poor in
Durban and therefore need to form part of the solution to the housing challenges in the city. Not only
do informal settlements reflect housing needs, but they also reveal in their most intense form, the
multiple socio-ecological and political relations that constitute the city (Sutherland and Sim, 2017).
The next section presents the literature on place and attachment to place that provides the
conceptual basis for the research, informing the research methodology used in the next phases of the
research process.
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3. PLACE AND ATTACHMENT TO PLACE
3.1 Place, home and neighbourhood
Places matter to people. Place is broadly defined in the literature as spaces that people are attached
to, that are meaningful to them, or ‘a meaningful location’ (Creswell, 2004 in Lombard, 2014; Lewicka,
2011). Early definitions of place by social geographers Relph (1976) and Tuan (1974, 1977) defined
place as “a bounded entity with unique identity and historical continuity, a cosy place of rest and
defence against the dangerous and alien ‘outside’” (Lewicka, 2011: 209). In contrast more recent
critical geographers such as Massey (2004) and Harvey (1996) perceive of place as a more open
meeting space with potential for social interaction, diversity and multiculturalism (Lewicka, 2011).
Place is also ‘doubly constructed’ as it is comprised of a physical materiality but also is produced
through lived experience and perceived through human imagination and narratives (Erwin, 2017;
Gieryn, 2000; Lefebvre, 1991). How place is defined on the continuum between bounded (closed) and
open definitions depends on context, scale/community size, the level of diversity (especially at
neighbourhood scale) and personal preferences.
The archetypical place is home, a symbol of “continuity and order, rootedness, self-identity,
attachment, privacy, comfort, security and refuge” (Lewicka, 2011: 211), that aligns with the closed
definition of place. According to Porteous (1976), individuals tend towards a domicentric, i.e. homecentric, view of space, suggesting a fundamental dichotomy in geographical space between home and
non-home. He describes home as follows:
“Home is more than a house, an apartment, or any other physical structure. It
is a building unit or area, of more or less measurable dimensions, in which a
considerable emotional investment is made by the individual. Home is the
space-group-time entity in which individuals spend the greater part of their
lives. It is preferred space, and it provides a fixed point of reference around
which the individual may personally structure his or her spatial reality”
(Porteous, 1976: 390).
In the South African context, with its history of forced racial segregation, circular migration and the
strong links to the rural areas, for many individuals who live in the city, home can be more difficult to
define. For example, the Alexandra Benchmark Study 2005 showed that 46% of residents of the
Alexandra township consider ‘elsewhere’ to be home (Charlton and Matlapeng, 2008). Further
research by Charlton and Matlapeng in 2006 as part of the Alexandra Renewal Project revealed that in
this context “notions of home are complex, layered and appear to shift across generations” (Charlton
and Matlapeng, 2008). Many consider their house in the rural area to be home despite having lived
for many years in Alexandra. This is linked to a range of factors including home and/or land
ownership, kinship ties, where religious ceremonies are held and family is buried. Some individuals’
perceptions of Alexandra as home were contingent on what the state would provide in term of
infrastructure services and housing. Generational factors also play a role with the older generation
tending to have stronger ties to their rural home. Where individuals spend their formative years often
influences their view of home and its location. In our case study of QRW informal settlement, a similar
ambivalence and variance around perceptions of home among the residents, many of whom have
strong ties to their original homes in the Eastern Cape, emerged.
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While the concept of home in place-based research is usually focused on the basic dwelling unit, its
extent can also include the surrounding neighbourhood (Lewicka, 2011). Defining where home ends
and neighbourhood begins can vary in different contexts or depending on what aspects of home are
being considered. For some, home may transcend even the local neighbourhood. For example, for an
individual who has immigrated to another country, home could refer not only to the actual physical
structure where they lived in their country of origin, but also to their neighbourhood, homeland or a
particular city or region.
As with home, different definitions of neighbourhood abound within urban social science. Galster
(2001: 2111) notes that “it is hard to define precisely, but everyone knows it when they see it”. Many
definitions presume that neighbourhoods are places with defined boundaries or limits with a degree
of social interaction or social networks (Galster, 2001). They often underplay other features that
affect the quality of the local residential environment from the perspective of residents and owners.
Galster (2001: 2112) therefore puts forward a more nuanced or open-ended definition of
neighbourhood as “the bundle of spatially based attributes associated with clusters of residences,
sometimes in conjunction with other land uses”. Galster provides a comprehensive list of these
spatially based attributes that range from the materiality of the built and natural environments to
social, political and psychological characteristics all in relation to a particular place and its residents.
These attributes can vary dramatically between neighbourhoods within a single municipal area.
While Galster’s attributes help to identify what makes up a neighbourhood, they do not necessarily
lead to the identification of a fixed neighbourhood boundary. According to Tuan (1975 in Lewicka,
2011: 212), “as definable spatial and social units, neighbourhoods have existed primarily in the minds
of urban sociologists and planners”. People living within the same area may define their
neighbourhood differently based on their own experiences and what criteria or attributes they use to
define neighbourhood (Lewicka, 2011). It is therefore more helpful to view neighbourhood as a more
dynamic and fluid entity that is subject to change. More important than defining exact neighbourhood
boundaries is how residents define where they live and how this compares with other residents and
the community.
Despite these challenges with defining neighbourhood, most research relating to residential place
attachment is focused at the neighbourhood level, similar to the research concerning community
satisfaction and quality of life (Lewicka, 2011).

3.2 Sense of place and place attachment
A range of disciplines, including human geography, environmental psychology, sociology and
anthropology, have researched the attachment between people and places (Williams and Vaske,
2003). In human geography the main concept is sense of place as first explored by Relph (1976, 1997)
and Tuan (1977), while a similar concept in environmental psychology is the notion of place
attachment as defined by Altman and Low (1992). In this research we will draw more on place
attachment theory as this responds more directly to the research questions. However, when drawing
together the research findings we will also reflect on sense of place, which is closely aligned with the
idea of spatial quality as defined in national policy and which has important considerations for how
the state responds to providing housing and infrastructure services to its citizens.
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Sense of place is probably the most general or overarching concept relating to the meaning people or
a group of people attach to a particular place but also the most difficult to capture (Jorgensen and
Stedman, 2001; Pretty et al, 2003). Cresswell (2004, in Lombard, 2014: 11) refers to sense of place
simply as “the subjective and emotional attachment people have to place”. Others expand further by
saying that it concerns the human interpretations of a material place through living in it as well as in
relation to others and to other places (Erwin, 2017; Jorgensen and Stedman, 2001; Pretty et al, 2003).
Billig (2005) provides a more nuanced version with respect to residential environments, stating that
sense of place describes the prevailing atmosphere in a residential environment which is established
by the residents themselves in relation to their physical environment as well as their interactions with
others in that environment. She unpacks the concept further as follows:
“(a)The sense of place is a multivariate characterization of a particular
residential environment, formed by the subjective feelings and patterns of
behaviour of its residents and resulting from relations between groups of
residents, from relations within each group of residents, and from their
attitude towards the physical aspects of the residential environment. (b)
Many social and physical factors will influence the sense of place of the
residential environment. (c) Each residential environment will be
characterized by its own unique sense of place” (Billig, 2005: 118).
The neighbourhood attributes defined by Galster (2001) therefore would be some of the social and
physical factors influencing the feelings and behaviours of residents that create sense of place. Sense
of place will vary considerably between neighbourhoods, influenced by differences in the physical
environment (e.g. formality or informality of structures, architectural style, natural environment) and
social environment (e.g. income levels, cultural factors, levels of community cohesion).
In the environmental psychology literature, there is no one definition of attachment to place, nor is
there consensus on its constituent parts or how to measure it (Anton and Lawrence, 2014; Lewicka,
2011). Consequently, researchers distinguish different dimensions including place attachment, place
dependence, place identity, social bonding, community attachment, rootedness, bondedness,
economic attachment and affective attachment (Anton and Lawrence, 2014). Based on an extensive
overview of the wide range of tools that have been developed to measure place attachment, Lewicka
notes that “any attempt at discovering universal relationships between place-related concepts …
must fail” (2011: 220) because of how these concepts have been so differently defined. According to
Pretty et al (2003), attempts to develop better models and measuring tools have resulted in little
progress either conceptually or at an empirical level.
Nonetheless, place attachment is often used as a more general overarching term for defining
relationships between people and places (Lewicka, 2011; Anton and Lawrence, 2014), and this is how
we intend to use the term in this research. According to Altman and Low (1992, in Jorgenson and
Stedman, 2001: 234), place attachment “involves an interplay between affect and emotions,
knowledge and beliefs, and behaviours and actions in relation to place”. Thus, it relates to the
emotional, practical and social aspects of individual and communal relations with place.
Many of the indices developed to understand place attachment distinguish between the
emotional/symbolic attachment to place, referred to as place identity, and functional/physical place
attachment or place dependence (Anton and Lawrence, 2014). While these are interrelated and even
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overlap, they have different origins and impacts on behaviour. Likewise, bonds between people,
defined as sense of community or community attachment, can be separately distinguished from place
attachment concepts, although they are also inextricably linked when associated with a specific place.
Despite the entanglements and overlaps between these concepts, for the purpose of this research we
define each separately in order to structure the research methodology and analysis.

3.3 Place attachment concepts and how places are made
3.3.1

Place identity

The concept of place identity emerged from within environmental psychology when Proshansky first
used the term in 1978 to define it as a sub-structure of self-identity in relation to specific physical
settings or places (Dixon and Durrheim, 2000; Anton and Lawrence, 2014). Place identity was defined
as a mix of memories, ideas, conceptions, interpretations and feelings about place (Proshansky et al,
1983 in Dixon and Durrheim, 2000). Author of the seminal work “Place and placelessness”, Relph
(1976) describes the human connection with place as ranging from ‘inexistential insideness’ to a more
inauthentic and superficial experience of place (Hopkins and Dixon, 2006). Insideness is defined by
Relph (1976 in Hopkins and Dixon, 2006: 174) as an individual’s “unselfconscious and authentic
experience of place as central to existence”, thus fully experiencing a place through being
“surrounded by and part of it” (ibid). This is what it means to feel ‘at home’ in a place.
According to Speller (2000, in Anton and Lawrence, 2014), place is vital to self-identity because it
maintains and enhances the four principles that guide the processes of identity formulation as put
forward in Breakwell’s (1992, 1993) Identity Process Theory, namely distinctiveness, continuity, selfefficacy and self-esteem. Places that contribute to these principles are more likely to be assimilated
into the identity structure, i.e. places that make us as individuals feel unique, in control, consistent
with who we believe we are, and make us feel good about ourselves.
Other researchers, such as Korpela (1989), have narrowed the definition of place identity to “a
psychological structure that arises out of individuals’ attempts to regulate their environments” (Dixon
and Durrheim, 2000: 29). Through this emphasis on human agency, Korpela argues that our practices
within our environments, i.e. specific places, enable us to create and maintain a coherent sense of self
and to present that self to others. Here individuals are put forward as “imaginative users of their
environments, agents who are able to appropriate physical contexts in order to create … a space of
attachment and rootedness, a space of being” (Dixon and Durrheim, 2000: 29). Even in the context of
risky informal settlements like Quarry Road West, this interpretation of place identity underscores
how the creation of homes helps individuals to maintain self-coherence and self-esteem, as part of
the process of self-definition. The personalisation of dwellings to reflect an individual’s personal
creativity, tastes and preferences reflects this aspect. Thus, place identity is not just an individual’s
relationship to a particular place but the place itself becomes part of that person, of their own
concept of self (Krupat, 1983, in Dixon and Durrheim, 2000). Pretty et al (2003) note that place
identity is reflected discursively in how an individual makes ‘I’ and ‘me’ statements regarding where
they live.
Korpela (1989, in Dixon and Durrheim, 2000) argues that at the heart of place identity is a sense of
belonging. Research undertaken by Rowles (1983) with elderly residents of an Appalachian
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community revealed three different types of belonging or ‘insideness’ – physical, social and
autobiographic (Dixon and Durrheim, 2000). Physical and autobiographical belonging relate to how
the individual feels in relation to a place, their understanding of and being able to navigate that place
and their place-related memories over time. Social belonging is about community and being part of
the social fabric of a place, also termed community attachment, or what Pretty et al (2003) call sense
of community. According to Dixon and Durrheim, many interpretations of place identity tend to be
biased towards the individual dimensions of place identity. These can hide the “collective nature of
the relations between persons, identities and material settings” (Dixon and Durrheim, 2000: 29). The
shared social and cultural aspects of place identity have been defined by Harner (2001, in Lombard
2014: 15) as “a cultural value shared by the community, a collective understanding about social
identity intertwined with place meaning”.
This communal aspect of place identity is reinforced by Dixon and Durrheim (2000), who put forward
a discursive approach to place identity to reclaim the social origins of place identification. They argue
that place identity is something that people create through talk, that human dialogue effectively
creates places, rather than them being limited to individuals’ mental processes. From this perspective,
places are important to how people collectively perceive them in relation to themselves. Language
ties people to places. It also points to the “collective practices through which specific place identities
are formed, reproduced and modified” (Dixon and Durrheim, 2000: 32). These practices allow people
to make sense of their location in space. For example, the naming of areas within an informal
settlement by the residents, points to these collective practices. Through community dialogue, a
name first used by one or two residents becomes the norm for residents in the broader settlement
over time, thereby legitimising and even ‘fixing the settlement in space’, despite being perceived as
transient by authorities. Such practices also reveal the workings of power through language as
reflected in space.
At a collective level people not only create place identity through dialogue but also through collective
action or practices of ‘territorial personalisation’ (Greenbaum and Greenbaum, 1981 in Dixon and
Durrheim, 2000). These can include similar architectural styles or the physical organisation of spaces
that reflect social divisions or norms. Consequently, Dixon and Durrheim (2000) suggest that
investigating place identity may need a broader understanding of texts than the usual focus on
written and spoken discourse. It is anticipated that the chosen research methodologies, that go
beyond verbal narratives to include photographic images and community mapping, will also reveal
the non-discursive practices that inform collective identity in Quarry Road West.
3.3.2

Sense of community or community attachment

Sense of community relates to the social aspects of a particular place such that a person feels that
that they are part of, or belong to, “a readily available, supportive and dependable structure” (Pretty
et al, 2003: 8). This aligns with the social-interactive aspects of neighbourhood as defined earlier,
such as local friend and family networks, inter-household familiarity, interpersonal relationships, and
participation in local groupings (Galster, 2001). All of these aspects of sense of community can be
referred to as ‘local social capital’ (Lewicka, 2011). Community attachment is important for
individuals to feel that they can both give to and receive from the community, also defined in our
research as neighbourliness.
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Research has shown that individual place attachment is more likely to lead to community attachment.
Lewicka (2011: 218) notes that “attached community members have a better local social capital than
the non-attached”. On the other hand, individual well-being is also strongly predicted by the existence
of sense of community. A large survey conducted by Lewicka (2011: 218) indicated that
“place attached persons, compared to non-attached ones, demonstrated a
higher sense of coherence, were more satisfied with life overall, had a
stronger bonding social capital and neighbourhood ties, were more interested
in their family roots, trusted people more, and were generally less
egocentric”.
In the South African cultural context, sense of community, or neighbourliness as put forward in the
research questions, has a particular emphasis. This is epitomised in the African concept of ubuntu. In
contrast with the more individualised way of life of western society, ubuntu reflects a communitarian
standpoint where an individual is defined “in the context of social bonds and cultural traditions rather
than through individual traits” (Mabovula, 2011: 38). Ubuntu can be a difficult concept to define and
therefore has been described in numerous ways to emphasise different aspects. However, the most
common definition originates from the Xhosa expression ‘Umuntu ngumuntu ngabanye abantu’
meaning “each individual’s humanity is ideally expressed in relationship with others” (Battle, 1996 in
Mabovula, 2011: 40). The concept of ubuntu links the view of Ramose (2002a in Mabovula, 2011)
who perceives of an African community as a dynamic association of individuals who have a distinct
sense of their common life and are committed to one another. This sense of community is
constructed together in such a way that an individual’s personal story is at the same time the
community’s story due to his/her relations within the community and their shared history.
3.3.3

Place dependence

While place identity concerns the emotional aspects of place attachment, place dependency relates
to a person’s functional relationship with place. Place dependence was first defined by Stokols and
Schumaker (1981, in Jorgensen and Stedman, 2001: 234) as “an occupant’s perceived strength of
association between him or herself and specific places”. The concept is based on a process of
comparison of alternative places in terms of how well a place promotes the achievement of an
individual’s goals given the range of alternatives available (Jorgensen and Stedman, 2001). An
individual develops place dependence when a particular place meets their needs and supports the
achievement of their goals (Anton and Lawrence, 2014). Higher place dependence exists when the
individual considers their current place as better than alternatives. In some instances, all options may
be negative and therefore the chosen place “may simply be the best among poor alternatives”
(Jorgensen and Stedman, 2001: 234). This differs from most definitions of place attachment which
emphasise the positive bond that exists between people and their environments.
Functional attachment is embodied in the physical characteristics of a place (Williams and Vaske,
2003), such as location, accessibility and proximity to a range of services. Place dependence came
through strongly in Charlton and Matlapeng’s (2008) research in Alexandra and Erwin’s (2017)
research in Kenneth Gardens. Residents chose these places of residence based on the economic
opportunities afforded by their location, it being possible to live cheaply there, and access to
education. Similar narratives have emerged in Quarry Road West where residents have been offered
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formal RDP housing elsewhere but have chosen to stay due to the functional benefits afforded by its
good location within the city.
According to Anton and Lawrence (2014) place dependence usually precedes place identity. When a
place meets a person’s needs, they become dependent on it and choose to stay for longer enhancing
the potential for place identity to develop.
3.3.4

Strength of place attachment

Research shows that the strength of place attachment depends on a number of variables or
predictors (Anton and Lawrence, 2014; Lewicka, 2011). Lewicka (2011) roughly divides these into
three categories: socio-demographic, social and physical-environmental. Socio-demographic variables
include age, social status and education, residence length and home ownership. Research shows that
residence length is the most consistent positive predictor of attachment to resident places or
neighbourhoods, especially pertaining to the elderly (Lewicka, 2011). People who own their homes
also tend to have a stronger place attachment and being born in a place strengthens one’s place
attachment and identity (Anton and Lawrence, 2014). Research is mixed on whether income plays a
role (ibid). For some low-income residents and those with lower education levels, place attachment is
strong because of limited choices on where to live. For others, dissatisfaction with their place of
residence could reduce place attachment. Residents’ degree of mobility affects the level of
attachment to their place of residence in different ways depending on whether they move house
often, or stay in one place but regularly travel to other places with long periods away from home
(Lewicka, 2011). Absence really can make the heart grow fonder. As already discussed, the common
South African scenario of circular migrancy, and with it dual home ‘ownership’ (rural and urban),
impacts on strength of place attachment, with stronger attachment to one home or the other,
depending on an individual’s unique circumstances (Charlton, 2010). For other ‘circular residents’,
place attachment is more ambiguous or conflicted, perhaps related to a sense of being between two
places and not quite belonging to either.
Social predictors of place attachment or local social capital relate to the “strength and extensiveness
of neighbourhood ties and involvement in informal social activities in the neighbourhood” (Lewicka,
2011: 217). Research indicates that along with residence length, strength of community ties
consistently predicts positive place attachment. Hence individuals who have close relationships with
their neighbours have stronger place attachment. However, Anton and Lawrence (2014) also note
that place attachment seems to influence people’s involvement in their communities, so the more
one is attached to a place, the more one is likely to connect with the broader community. It therefore
appears that social ties and involvement in community affairs can strengthen place attachment and
identity, but that strong place attachment also strengthens social ties, particularly when people have
lived in a place for a long time.
Lastly, physical variables also impact on place attachment, but are more difficult to pinpoint or
measure, ranging from architectural or natural environmental features, to density of development,
cleanliness of an area, access to different kinds of services and pace of life (Lewicka, 2011). Physical
features may (or may not) facilitate social contact between residents of a particular place, and
therefore there is a link between these different predictors of place attachment. For example,
research shows that settlement designs based on New Urbanism principles increased social ties and
emotional bonds with places (Lewicka, 2011). Place attachment and neighbourhood relations are the
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highest in neighbourhoods with mostly detached dwelling types. Conversely, high rise buildings and
the consequent increase in public versus private space has negative implications on place attachment
and community ties due to reduced personal control over space.
However, these relationships between the physical and social predictors of place attachment also
vary according to socio-demographic profile. According to Fried (1984, in Lewicka, 2011) in the middle
and upper classes physical features play a more important role in place attachment, while social ties
are more important in lower socio-economic groups. Likewise, Pretty et al’s (2003) research showed
that age defined place attachment – for older people, social factors best predicted place attachment,
while the ways in which a place supported certain activities and the completion of life goals were
more important to young people’s attachment to place.
It is therefore clear that while a combination of socio-demographic, social and physical aspects
determines an individual’s attachment to place, these cannot be isolated as they impact on each
other.
3.3.5

Consequences of place attachment

In the main, individuals are only partially conscious of place identity and little conscious thought is
given to the places where we live (Dixon and Durrheim, 2000; Anton and Lawrence, 2014). However,
certain circumstances can make people more aware of their thoughts and emotions about place, in
particular when place identity is threatened. For example, the rapid transformation of a valued
natural area to urban development can lead to individuals feeling a sense of loss, not only the loss of
place, but loss of self. According to Anton and Lawrence (2014), with reference to others, people’s
attachment to place often becomes evident only in times of loss or hardship or when the place is
threatened, e.g. by flood or fire. A good example in Durban is the Clairwood community which is
under threat from the municipality’s support for port expansion and logistics development that is
already transforming their neighbourhood (Sutherland et al, 2009). Under threat, this community has
become more determined ‘to save their area’ from port development. As in this case, threats even
may increase people’s place attachment, specifically related to place identity.
Furthermore, research has shown that an increased attachment to place can prevent people leaving a
place when the threat increases and to discounting the risk of living in a threatened area (Anton and
Lawrence, 2014). Thus, place attachment has a strong influence on people’s perceptions of risk - the
higher the attachment the more risk people are prepared to take. This is an important aspect to focus
on in this research since the residents of Quarry Road West are exposed to a range of extreme risks
including floods, fire and demolition of illegal shacks by the municipality.
3.3.6

The process of place making

Lombard (2014: 12) notes, with reference to Tuan (1977), that the act of place-making occurs when a
place becomes completely familiar to us through the “almost unconscious, repeated, routine activities
that we carry out in our everyday lives” that “contribute to a sense of place and the intimacy of place
attachment”. Individuals’ daily experience of a place, both kinaesthetic and perceptual, and their
investment in that place, in turn create place. Phenomenological approaches to place, as reflected in
much of the sense of place literature, highlight place as the centre of meaning and human existence,
and are helpful for viewing urban informal settlements through a human-centred lens (Lombard,
2014). A focus on the everyday, lived experiences of people living in informal settlements draws out
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“the often-neglected residents’ view, and incorporates this into more complex understandings of the
city” (Lombard, 2014: 12). Nonetheless, however helpful these approaches are, they have been
criticised for their tendency to view the idea of place as static. This is particularly problematic in the
context of informal settlements which are constantly in the process of being made and remade, and
therefore can be conceptualised as ‘places in progress’ (Lombard, 2014).
From this perspective, a dialectical relationship between people and places can be observed, where
the materialities of places influence people’s place attachment and identity, while their agency and
activities within particular places, including communal relationships, in turn transform such places.
Pred (1984: 279) describes this more fluid notion of place in relation to the agency of individuals and
society:
“The assemblage of buildings, land-use patterns, and arteries of
communication that constitute place as a visible scene cannot emerge fully
formed out of nothingness and stop, grow rigid … Whether place refers to a
village or a metropolis, … it always represents a human product. Place, in
other words, always involves an appropriation and transformation of space
and nature that is inseparable from the reproduction and transformation of
society in time and space. As such, place is not only what is fleetingly
observed on the landscape … It is also what takes place ceaselessly, what
contributes to history in a specific context through the creation and utilization
of a physical setting”.
Lombard (2014) argues that seeing place as process enables a reframing of the residents of informal
settlements as “agents, acting within the constraints of existing structures, but also embodying the
possibility of resistance to and even the disruption of these structures through incremental change”.
From this perspective, informal settlements can be reframed as creative places, as ‘works in progress’
that reflect the hopes of residents that their neighbourhood will one day be given full status in the
city. Lombard (2014: 14) notes that in this context “home as place may mean something continually
improving”.
3.3.7

Place and power

A critical aspect of place-making that has also been neglected in most of the literature on place
attachment and identity is that of power (Hopkins and Dixon, 2006; Lombard, 2014). Critical
geographic approaches to place suggest “focusing on the complexities of power in place … to better
understand the intricate, entangled processes relating to power that occur in urban informal
settlements” (Lombard, 2014: 13). According to Myers (in Lombard, 2014: 13), understanding these
processes requires “a thorough grounding in the actual urban landscapes and in the biographies of
those who helped shape them, paired with those who live in them and give them meaning”. In the
process of creating informal settlements as places, residents’ appropriate space through a complex
set of power relations among each other and in relation to the landowner, surrounding community
and the state. For example, residents will engage with the state around service provision while at the
same time orchestrating illegal electricity connections. As noted by Lombard (2014: 13), these “lived
experiences of informal places … reveal both resistance to and compliance with the state attempts to
exert its power to order space”.
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Hopkins and Dixon (2006:175) assert that these “political processes whereby particular relationships
with space/place are established, reproduced, or transformed” need to be brought out into the open.
They refer to this as a recovering “the micropolitics of people’s everyday construction of space and
place” (Hopkins and Dixon, 2006: 174). In the context of the research, this means not only the
construction of place by the residents of Quarry Road West, individually and in relation to one
another, but the way in which the informal settlement has been constructed by the municipality and
other stakeholders in relation to the Quarry Road West community. While these political processes in
relation to the creation of place and place attachment are not the main focus of the research, it will
be useful to be aware of these nuances throughout the research process.

3.4 Linking place concepts to state spatial development policy
In themselves, sense of place and place attachment are outside of the realm of government housing
policy, since they are constructs that emerge within the psyche of individual residents and
communities in relation to the places where they live. Nonetheless, how government provides
housing and related infrastructure services, both in terms of the physical materiality of such
environments and the way in which they relate to beneficiary communities, has a huge impact on the
quality of places and hence sense of place and place attachment. The National Development Plan
(NDP) (National Planning Commission (NPC), 2012) defines this as spatial quality, one of five spatial
development principles set down in the NDP to guide all spatial development in South Africa. Spatial
quality is defined in this way: “(t)he aesthetic and functional features of housing and the built
environment need to be improved to create liveable, vibrant and valued places that allow for access
and inclusion of people with disabilities” (NPC, 2012: 277). Sim (2016: 27) notes that while spatial
quality is not defined in much detail, it appears to relate to “quality of life, notions of place, including
sense of place and … amenity, as well as accessibility”. The term ‘liveable’ invokes notions of ‘urban
liveability’ (Scott et al, 2014), or quality of life, that correlates with place dependence. Quality of life
refers not only to the meeting of individuals’ practical and economic needs but also to their less
tangible social and personal needs (Sim, 2016). Likewise, the term ‘valued places’ in the NDP’s
definition of spatial quality invokes the notions of place attachment and place identity.
The NDP’s principle of spatial quality therefore is a useful tool for drawing together these place-based
concepts, as shown in Table 3.1 below.
These align with Pacione’s (2003: 20, in Scott et al, 2014) argument that urban environmental quality
is composed of objective and subjective elements, namely ‘the city on the ground’ (i.e. the material
attributes of the physical environment) and ‘the city in the mind’ (i.e. how people view and
experience that environment). Thus, spatial quality relates to how place is experienced in a practical
way (place dependence), but also how people feel and respond to place and to each other within
place (place identity and sense of community).
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Table 3.1 Spatial quality as a tool to draw together place-based concepts

Material elements
Place dependence
Accessibility/proximity to
amenities and employment
Infrastructure services
Education
Health and other social services
Employment opportunities

Spatial quality elements
Psychological and social elements
Place identity
Sense of community/
neighbourliness
Sense of place
Social cohesion
Character of place
Architectural style
Natural environment
Familiarity/sentimental
attachment

Transport

Community
Social/ friend and family
networks
Culture
Ubuntu
Political affiliation and
mobilisation

Safety and security
Environmental services

Billig (2005: 117) argues that an improved understanding of the sociological impact of existing state
housing developments on sense of place can “assist in optimizing the planning and design of future
housing developments in locations of urban revitalization”. For example, in her case study in Ramat
Ghan, Israel it was suggested that taking into account the existing sense of place of a neighbourhood
before starting a new development could help to improve integration of the old neighbourhood and
its residents with the new (Billig, 2005).
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4. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
This section presents the methodology adopted to collect qualitative data from residents of QRW
informal settlement in response to the research questions. The three methodologies fall under the
banner of participatory action research, which allows for a creative, but rigorous academic approach
to data collection.

4.1 Participatory Action Research (PAR)
Participatory Action Research (PAR) belongs to a family of participatory approaches to research
(Chambers, 1994). In the 1960’s, Paulo Freire’s (1970) seminal book, Pedagogy of the Oppressed,
explored how the oppressed themselves should take ownership of investigation and analysis in terms
of economic, social and political empowerment. This was coined Activist Participatory Research (APR).
In the mid-1970’s, Participatory Research (PR) focused strongly on adult education, such as in India,
Africa and America. It drew from APR’s approach to encouraging the poor to investigate and analyse
their situation, and then take action.
This research seeks to give participants of QRW an opportunity to explore their own narratives, and
express their findings, with regards to how they define where they live, and what this means in terms
of place identity and the construction of place and community. PAR has been chosen as the
overarching methodology to stimulate such conversations. PAR can be defined as “jointly producing
knowledge with others to produce critical interpretations and readings of the world, which are
accessible, understandable to all those involved, and actionable” (Chatterton et al, 2007, in Kindon et
al, 2007: 218). As described, the methodology relies on the participation and action of the community
itself; it calls for collective inquiry, and participants are considered co-researchers in the process. PAR
has been chosen as the overarching methodology to stimulate such conversations.
According to Cornwell and Jewkes (1995: 1668), PAR is different from traditional research, in that it is
concerned with the “location of power in the various stages of the research process”. Oftentimes, the
research process is a top down affair, resulting in unsuitable recommendations made by researchers
who are outsiders. Although the intention of PAR is the opposite, focusing on “locally defined
priorities, and local perspectives” (Cornwell and Jewkes, 1995: 1667), it is still possible for researchers
to miss the mark, and focus on their own conceptualisation and implementation of the project, and
analysis of findings. This is a challenge that must be addressed consistently by the research team, to
ensure that the voices of the participants are the loudest.
An additional challenge to consider is how concepts of home, neighbourhood, neighbourliness, place
identities and built environment are defined when working with the participants. As expressed
earlier, these concepts in academic literature are often understood from a western point of view,
when, in the context of the residents of QRW, some of these concepts may be understood from
various cultural standpoints. The majority of people living in QRW are from the Eastern Cape, and are
therefore Xhosa, and hence new urban theory on cultural constructions of place can be developed
through expanding on the research conducted for this project.
The research sought to provide the QRW community with an opportunity to co-create knowledge
about how they have transformed their environment into homes and neighbourhoods. Additionally, it
sought to unpack the impact municipal interventions have had on how home and neighbourhood are
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perceived, and what kind of place identities have emerged. Knowledge acquired through PAR can
then be shared more widely through the project, with the possibility of reimaging urban planning and
current state approaches to housing, in Durban and South Africa.
Three methodologies were used to respond to the research questions: Photovoice, focus groups and
community mapping as shown in Table 4.1 below.
Table 4.1 Response of each methodology to the research questions
Research question

Methodology

Translation of question to participants

1. What are the meanings residents
attach to home in Quarry Road
West?
 How do residents create places
that are understood and
experienced as home? [or not?]
1. What are the meanings residents
attach to neighbourliness in
Quarry Road West?
 And how are the concepts of
neighbourliness and
neighbourhood understood and
shaped in clusters of [selfbuilt/informal] housing units?
2. What kinds of place identities
develop in these spaces and why?
3. How does the design of the built
environment in these spaces
enable or constrict social relations,
and in turn shape people’s sense
of home, belonging and
neighbourhood?

Photovoice/
Focus Group

What does home mean for you as a
resident of Quarry Road West?

Focus group

What does neighbourliness
(ubukhelwane) and neighbourhood
(isakhamuzi) mean to you with respect to
living in Quarry Road West?

4. How do residents transform the
built environment through
everyday livelihood practices and
ways of belonging?

Photovoice

5. What are some of the intended
and unintended social
consequences of living in an
informal settlement with in-situ
upgrades like QRW?

Focus group

The above two methodologies answer this question.
Community
Mapping
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How does the way your houses have been
built, using the existing built/man-made
and natural environment, impact on how
you relate to each other as a community?
How does this impact on how you feel
about home, belonging and community?
How have you changed the built
environment (everything built by people
– houses, bridges, roads, pipe across the
river, toilets etc.) through living in QRW,
as an individual/household and as a
community?
You each had a reason for moving to
Quarry Road West. What are the things
that you expected to happen on moving
here and what didn’t you expect to
happen (of a social nature)?

4.2 Photovoice
Photovoice, a methodology developed by Wang and Burris in 1997, gives a voice to the
poor/marginalised, by providing them with the resources and skills to go out into their community,
and build a visual narrative of their personal experiences regarding a particular context or challenge.
The resultant visual narrative is expressed through the photographs and digital storytelling that occurs
when the group comes together to discuss their findings. This allows the community, as individuals
and as a group, to formalise themselves, and create tools that can be used for both advocacy and
communication.
In our research, Photovoice provided community members with an opportunity to visually explore
and document the creation of places that are understood and experienced as home, and how they
transformed the built environment through everyday livelihood practices, and ways of belonging. It
allowed community members to explore the familiar environment of home through a different lens;
and finally, to showcase what represents that space and its condition. Ultimately, this method
empowers ordinary community members to explore and reflect on their experience of their situation,
through the visual medium of photography and written narrative. In some instances, this visual
imagery can be used as a powerful tool to communicate concerns and issues with the broader public
and decision makers.
As expressed by Woodgate et al (2017), Photovoice has been used frequently and successfully in
studies on qualitative health research. It has also been used to engage with the topic of home and
place identity, such as in research conducted by Powers, Norman and Dupré (2014), and Lewisinson,
Robinson-Dooley, and Grant (2012). Both studies explore the notions of emotion and sense of place,
but in different contexts - one in rural Canada (Powers et al, 2014), and one in assisted living facilities
in Metropolitan Atlanta in America (Lewisinson et al, 2012). This speaks to the emotional connection
people have with the place they identify as home, whether permanent or temporary. The use of
photography in the Canadian study seemed to change the often-negative connotation that people
have about the future of rural areas to positive appreciation of their homes. Powers et al (2017) talk
of how the use of photography adds a layer of information that would otherwise not have emerged
through methodologies such as interviews and focus groups alone. Additionally, they explain how
photographs represent “practices of speaking and silence” (citing Walkerdine, 2010). Walkerdine, in
her study of a working-class community in South Wales, notes that communities can develop this
shared practice, which is in fact a “kind of emotional self-protection” (Powers et al, 2017: 1115) of
both the physical place, and the community members.
In Lewisinson et al’s (2012) study on assisted living facilities in Metropolitan, Atlanta, Photovoice was
used to explore the perceptions that residents, who previously had lived unassisted in their own
homes, have when moving in to a facility that they must now view as home. Residents, now coresearchers, were given the opportunity to document their experience, and to inform programme
planning for long-term care facilities. Due to the rising number of adults moving in to such facilities,
and the sometimes-negative impact they have on individuals, such as depression, anxiety and
loneliness, the need to ensure that residents’ voices are considered in planning, is vital.
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As a qualitative methodology, Photovoice is ideal for creating a space for dialogue to take place in an
unobtrusive and non-threatening way. Because the tool for collecting primary data (the camera) is
given over to the co-researcher, they ‘sit in the driver’s seat’ in terms of content creation (Miller,
2015), unlike many other data collection methodologies where the researcher determines content
and the resultant analysis. Images taken by a researcher in a community will not highlight priorities,
challenges, opportunities, etc. like they would when taken by the person living the experience. The
“thick description” that emerges through the analysis of the images, brings to the fore what coresearchers actually want to say, versus what the researcher may perceive (Woodgate, Zubra, Tennet,
2017). Thick description (Denzin, 2001), encompassing the entire research process; from developing
relationships with co-researchers, to methodologies used to collect information (mapping, focus
groups, interviews, etc.), and most especially delving into the very context itself – why the ‘act’ has or
is occurring, and how to interpret it.
The participation of the co-researcher is vital to the uncovering of thick description. Images taken may
either be metaphorical or literal (Woodgate et al, 2017). Metaphorical images often reveal multiple
meanings, all of which can only be interpreted by the person who captured the image. It is the role of
the researcher to encourage dialogue that reveals these often hidden, and sometimes at the time of
taking the photo, unknown meanings (Woodgate et al, 2017). To illustrate, a patient co-researcher
taking part in the Living with and Managing Hemophilia and other Bleeding Disorders study, chose to
photograph a box of watercolours, a symbolic image that without description, might appear
irrelevant. However, her narrative uncovers that she feels that she is so much more than her chronic
illness. The watercolours represent a side of her that has been forgotten, in the face of her illness.
To help co-researchers describe and flesh out the choice of their images, Photovoice often uses the
Showed method (Gant et al, 2009). There are five questions which are used to elicit information, and
challenge the co-researcher to:
 describe what they see in the image,
 describe what is really happening in the image,
 how it relates to his/her life,
 why the situation exists, and
 what can be done about it (speaks to potential solutions and/or interventions).
The method questions must be understood in terms of the topic and reworked to suit the context.
Additionally, the researcher must be aware that this method can sometimes be limiting, especially
when co-researchers may feel overwhelmed or intimidated by the depth of information the questions
try to bring forth. While elements of the Showed method were incorporated in to the feedback
sessions with the community in this research, it was not fully implemented. The questions were used
as a rough guide, but the researchers frequently allowed the community members to shape the
discussions based on the responses to the photographs and the issues they wanted to raise.
Photovoice is an easy and interactive way to include co-researchers in the research process. Through
Photovoice, the researcher is provided with the opportunity to experience the world of the coresearcher that is often closed off to the researcher (WhatWorks, 2015). Their role is to invite the
researcher into their lived experience, and genuinely see life from their perspective. The analysis of
images cannot be done without the co-researcher, who uncovers various layers and meaning for
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discussion. It offers an evaluators lens, which allows the researcher to understand the situation from
the perspective and lived experience of the photographer, as well as the participant’s lens, which
gives the co-researcher the power of voice (WhatWorks, 2015).
Challenges resulting from using Photovoice as a methodology are described by Miller (2015). Miller
talks of two main critiques of a methodology that relies heavily on photography, namely ethics
committees and peer reviewers. A misunderstanding or uncertainty on the part of either can result in
project delays and concerns from reviewers that findings can be altered.
With regards to peer review, images and their authenticity can be questioned, as in whether they
were staged to address a particular agenda. Whilst this is worth considering as researchers, this is not
a challenge limited to Photovoice. Most qualitative research methodologies have to consider the
possibility that participants alter their behaviour in a way that impacts on the outcome of a project. In
our research using Photovoice, the subsequent discussion and resultant narratives assisted us in
determining whether participants had staged the scene. Additionally, the use of other methodologies,
such as focus groups, allowed for further probing and a degree of triangulation to take place. It must
be noted that triangulation, with regards to qualitative data, is not as rigid as working with
quantitative data. This is due to the fact that multiple views of validity are recognised in qualitative
data (Popjay, Rogers and Williams (1998) cited in Barbour (2001)). In this project, the number of coresearchers who participated in Photovoice and the focus groups, 33 in total, was significant enough
to ensure that voices wishing to bias the research were outnumbered.
Other challenges with the methodology relate to issues of ability and willingness of co-researchers to
use cameras, ethics, and safety (What Works, 2015). Not every co-researcher will feel comfortable
taking photographs (Woodgate et al, 2017). They might consider themselves technically unable, or
feel intimidated. Access to cameras, tablets or cellular phones with cameras may have to be provided
by the research team. Personal safety may be an issue if the users of these devices are targeted by
criminals, particularly in communities where poverty is a challenge. Additionally, sometimes family
members or friends may take control of the device and intersperse ‘research’ photos with their own
images. This requires control over devices, best managed by limiting the length of time co-researchers
may have the device (e.g. a morning shoot versus the device being taken home for the week). Issues
around ethics, as mentioned earlier in this section, relate to decisions regarding the exclusion of
people from images (Miller, 2015). This exclusion mostly includes children and members of the public
but can also include the co-researchers themselves. In some ways, this exclusion might appear stifling,
as it excludes them from participating fully in the process.
Despite some of these challenges, in general, the advantages of using Photovoice as a qualitative,
visual, participatory method is ideal for ensuring that co-researchers play a collaborative role in the
collection, analysis and dissemination of findings.

4.3 Focus groups
Focus groups are a traditional social science research method, dating back to the 1920s (Smithson,
2007). They are used to elicit information from participants/co-researchers to best understand their
views before designing an intervention, or for research purposes (Ayala and Elder, 2011). Focus
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groups allow for an investigation of complex behaviours, verification of results found in other
methodologies used in a study, to inform how decisions are made, strategies designed and
implemented, and to allow participants to engage with solution finding (Evidence Base, 2006).
In this study, focus groups served as a useful way to expand individuals’ responses to the key
questions asked in the Photovoice phase of the research, as well as to explore some of the social
dynamics of community life in an informal settlement.
Focus groups are advantageous as they are relatively inexpensive and allow for a greater number of
voices to be heard, than a few one-on-one interviews might allow for. The engagement of participants
in discussion can open the topic of discussion in ways that an interview with an individual may not.
However, the nature of group discussion is that the facilitator must have a good handle on guiding the
discussion away from conflict and irrelevant points (Evidence Base, 2006). Additionally, while it may
appear to be an easy ‘event’ to organise, focus group set up can be fraught with issues, such as
commitment of participants, the right selection of participants, and suitable places to host the session
(Smithson, 2007).
The design of focus groups is crucial to creating an environment that encourages dialogue and honest
discussion. Ideally, a focus group is made of up between 8 and 10 participants. This is to ensure the
most conducive environment in which to discuss the topic. Too few participants, and the discussion
may be dominated by an individual or two; too large and the discussion is thin due to the number of
voices trying to be heard. Interestingly, with focus groups it is not only what is verbally conveyed that
is important, but the dynamic of the group and body language. All of these ‘messages’ are considered
data (Tecau and Tescausiu, 2015).
Focus groups collect data through semi-structured group interviews. The questionnaire guide is
designed to address the key research questions, as well as challenges/topics that arise during the
Photovoice sessions. The role of the facilitator is to pose the key research questions and facilitate an
open group discussion. The intention is for participants to engage in a dialogue, and for the facilitator
to become involved only at the level required (if the group is too reticent, or if particular participants
are too overbearing).

4.4 Community mapping
Broadly speaking, community-based mapping, or participatory mapping, is a useful exercise when
working with communities, as it encourages members to become directly involved with the
development process. This is an asset-based development methodology (McKnight and Kretzmann,
1993), in that it primarily seeks to show members that they already possess some of the resources
needed, as well as to identify assistance required, to achieve their aims. Community mapping is a
methodology that gives communities the opportunity to map out the details of the area they inhabit,
which is an important exercise, both for the community itself, but also for the organisation
(municipality, NGO, etc.) that is working with the community to bring about needed change
(WaterAid, 2005). Mapping by community members themselves is important, as it draws on spatial
knowledge that is often excluded from official maps (Mazeka et al, 2019; Rainforest Foundation,
2017; Mazeka and Sutherland, 2017). Official maps exclude markers that community members
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themselves regard as important and vital to the workings of a community. Mapping does not simply
focus on the physical resources or assets in an area, but highlights people, associations, social capital,
organisations, etc., all of which impact on the way in which people experience the community in
which they live.
Mapping is a creative methodology, which can be done in any format: drawn on a school chalk-board,
in the sand, or on paper. It lends itself to the inclusion of diverse and interesting markers. It must be
noted that if the map can be matched with the formalised GIS map of the location, in terms of main
infrastructure, such as roads and formal structures, it will enhance the effectiveness of the map as a
communication tool (Rainforest Foundation, 2017; Mazeka and Sutherland, 2017).
The charity WaterAid has used participatory techniques extensively in its work with communities in
various African countries, relating to basic service delivery and lack of land tenure. WaterAid deals
principally with issues of water and sanitation. Their work in marginalised informal settlements means
that service delivery in general is often non-existent, and access to amenities is difficult. These
circumstances are experienced by residents of QRW, who have no land tenure, and therefore are not
formally recognised. WaterAid has found that community mapping is a powerful tool, as it gives
residents the information they need to make their living conditions known and understood by city
officials who plan, often without understanding the experience of residents.
Asset mapping is often used to mobilise communities to rally around what they have, rather than
what they do not have. This Asset Based Community Development (ABCD) approach has been used
extensively in South Africa by many non-profit organisations to ensure that development focuses on
the people in need, and their own contribution to finding solutions. The intention is to provide
community members with an opportunity to take stock of what they do have in the form of assets,
which includes individual abilities and skills, and figure out how to mobilise these assets to meet their
most pressing needs (McKnight and Kretzmann, 1993). While this methodology was useful for the
research team to better understand how QRW residents define their sense of home, belonging and
neighbourhood, it can also be a useful exercise for the community itself. By becoming aware of these
positive and negative spaces, they are more able to emulate certain spaces, while addressing those
that require attention. This awareness can also facilitate a greater sense of control over the
environment in which the residents find themselves. As in Photovoice, community members find
themselves in the position of co-researcher, rather than research participant being directed by a
researcher.
Ideally, an entire community should be involved in the mapping of a community. This would ensure a
truly collective experience (Rainforest Foundation, 2017). However, the limitations of the study (time,
availability of community members, size of community) meant that the mapping exercise was limited
to 18 community members (mixed in age and gender).
Challenges facing the use of community mapping include the fact that there may be participants who
wish to skew the process in order to benefit themselves or a particular grouping within the
community. The process may also uncover issues that are not topical for the research study; however,
they cannot be ignored, particularly if they raise tensions within the mapping group. The process is an
activity of trust, understanding, and most importantly, requires a team that will listen openly, and not
rush in with solutions to issues raised (WaterAid, 2005).
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4.5 Concluding comments
As mentioned in the above discussion on Photovoice, each methodology serves as a vehicle to give
opportunity for the voice of the community to emerge. While Photovoice gives individuals the
opportunity to explore feelings, experiences and opinions on their narrative of home, only later
including the larger group, focus groups open up an immediate discussion in a short space of time. A
key challenge for focus group discussion is that not every member may feel comfortable expressing
their views, even though they chose to participate in the discussion. Community mapping provides a
more expressive visual medium for participants to tell the story of their neighbourhood together and
how they as a community live in this shared space.
The intention of applying all three methodologies to the study was to provide sufficient opportunity
for community opinions to be expressed and heard. While some co-researchers/participants may feel
comfortable engaging with one methodology, they may not feel the same about another. Selection of
participants across the three methodologies was important to get the most out of each methodology
and each participant.
Lastly, apart from the challenges of the chosen methodologies that have already been discussed, it
was important for us as the research team to consider our own positionality when conducting this
research, particularly when considering our own conceptions of home, neighbourhood and
community. Having two members on the research team with an African cultural heritage and
understanding, who formed part of the production of knowledge in the research process, helped to
mitigate this challenge. The team was split almost evenly between White and African cultural
positionalities, and the ‘insider’ information provided by the Zulu researchers was invaluable, in
particular during our own discussions on home and neighbourhood. Additionally, Dixon and Durrheim
(2000) caution that as researchers we need to be aware of the politics of our own place identifications
and how these contribute to power relations. Bringing such reflexivity into our research was
important to ensure that the participants’ narratives were conveyed as intended and that the
knowledge generated in the research process was truly co-produced.
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5. PRIMARY DATA COLLECTION
Entry into QRW to initiate the research process was facilitated by relationships forged through
ongoing research conducted by three of the research team members from the School of Built
Environment and Development Studies, University of KwaZulu Natal (UKZN). They have established an
excellent working relationship with the community over the past five years, and therefore access to
the site and participants was not difficult. Direct contact with two community leaders enabled a
smooth project inception.
Additionally, a number of community members had participated in various methodologies, including
focus groups and community and participatory GIS mapping, through research conducted by UKZN.
This meant that the time usually spent on gaining community buy-in and training of participants was
minimal. However, when identifying participants for the three methodologies to explore narratives of
home and belonging in QRW, a concerted effort was made to gather participants both with and
without research experience. This allowed for new voices to be heard, as well as new participants to
receive training in methodologies.
Prior to data collection taking place, an introductory meeting with a core group of sixteen community
research participants known to the UKZN team members was held at UKZN on 16 February 2018. The
project was outlined in detail to the group, who were in turn given an opportunity to ask questions,
raise concerns, and make suggestions on how best to approach initiating the project in the
community. It was explained to the participants that they were considered to be co-researchers in
the research process. Phone numbers were exchanged with two key community leaders, when then
went away to meet with the community and to allocate participants for the research. A methodology
template was provided by the research team to the community leaders that detailed the number of
participants required for each methodology, with equal representation of each of the four sub-areas
of QRW and a mix of male/female, mixed ages and old/newer residents.
The data collection took place in February and April 2018 as shown in Table 4.1 below.

Table 5.1: Quarry Road West data collection
Methodology
Photovoice
Focus group 1
Community mapping
Focus group 2

Date
27/28 February 2018
12 April 2018
17 April 2018
23 April 2018

Number of participants
23
10
18
10

A total of 34 residents participated in the research, with 14 participating in two of the methodologies
(e.g. Photovoice and focus group), and six residents participating in all three. More than half of the
Photovoice participants (13) did not participate in the other methodologies, but most (17) of the
community mapping participants also participated in the focus groups. A detailed description of each
methodology follows.
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Plate 5.1: Introductory
Photovoice session with QRW
participants

5.1 Photovoice: 27-28 February2018
Photovoice was the first of the three methodologies to be conducted with community members of
QRW. This was a new methodology introduced to the community, and was broken up into two parts,
so that community members not participating in the research itself could still benefit from training. A
total of 33 residents took part in the training day, and 23 participated in the official data collection
process.
Part one of training and data collection, took place on 27 February 2018, in a communal space in
Mcondo 2 near the entrance of QRW. Firstly, the team explained the scope of the project and reasons
for conducting the research. A resource audit was conducted to determine who had a phone that
could take photographs, and how the images would be transferred to the researchers. Most
participants had a phone with a camera, but in general, the phones were low spec and image quality
was not exceptional. However, using an asset-based community development approach, the available
phones were utilised, and those without phones teamed up to share with a fellow participant.
The training focused on the following topics:







The Photovoice methodology as an innovative participatory and evaluation method
Mitigating harm when taking photographs in a community setting
Ethics and considerations when taking photographs of other people
Being aware of personal risk when taking photographs
Techniques for good photography
Using photography as a tool for telling a story
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After the session, a pilot study was conducted to give participants an opportunity to implement what
they had learnt in response to the following question: What makes you happy living in QRW?
Participants were given thirty minutes to go into the settlement to take a photograph, and then asked
to regroup to share their photograph and provide a short verbal narrative. When presenting, the
individual would hand their phone around the group as they shared their story. One comment
highlights how such a methodology can provide new insight into a familiar context:
“I never thought there was anything good about living here, but this made me
look at Quarry Road West in a different way, and I found that there are good
things here” (Participant, Photovoice pilot training, 27/02/2018).
Participants were then introduced to the research questions for the afternoon session:
 What does home mean to you as a resident of Quarry Road West?
 How have you changed the built environment (everything built by people – houses, bridges,
roads, pipe across the river, toilets etc.) through living in QRW, as an individual/household
and as a community?
Participants were advised that they could take as many photographs as they liked, but would only be
able to choose one photo for each question, to present to the group the following day at the
feedback session. Each participant was given a worksheet with the research questions with space to
write a short narrative on the images selected as a reminder for the next day. They could write in
isiZulu or English. Each narrative piece turned out to be strong additional data, with several writing
one to two pages (as shown in Plate 5.2 below).

Plate 5.2: Participant 12’s
written Photovoice narrative
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The feedback session was held the next day, 28 February 2018, at UKZN, with the 23 participants. The
feedback was scheduled as a full-day event, due to the time it would take to download images, record
one-on-one verbal explanations, and then sit together as a group to share the findings. First,
participants were asked to give feedback on the process, and how what they learnt in the training
session was implemented in the field, as noted here:
“There were no major challenges and what I have learned about what Vicky
told us yesterday about taking people’s photos, I remembered when we were
taking the photo of the bus and the bus driver asked us why we are taking the
picture of the bus. We have learnt that each time you take a picture of a
person one has to ask for permission first” (Participant 6, Photovoice,
28/02/2018).
Individual narrative sessions were then held with each participant, to transfer their images onto the
research team’s laptops and to record the associated spoken narrative. The participants also handed
in their written narratives. The research team set up two ‘narrative stations’ hosted by two research
team members each (one English-speaking, one isiZulu) to facilitate the narrative process. The
process of capturing the narratives and images for the two research questions for all 23 participants
took a full morning.
In the afternoon, the group narratives session was held, during which each participant was given an
opportunity to describe his/her image projected for the group to view, first for question one (meaning
of home) and then question two (how have you changed the built environment?). A lively group
discussion between residents was facilitated after the presentation of the images for each question,
with younger and older participants sometimes having very different experiences and opinions. The
session provided a platform for residents to learn from each other and share previously unexpressed
views.
Due to the entry level phones used by participants, the downloading of images took up a considerable
amount of time. Various methods to download were used, as some phones did not have cables that
connected to a computer or could not connect to WiFi. Apps, such as ShareIt, were used to transfer
photographs. Since the research team could only ‘process’ two participants at a time, the participants
spent most of the morning either waiting for their turn, or for the afternoon session.
Due to the number of people sharing phones, there was also some confusion as to who had taken a
particular photograph, with some participants sharing a photograph. To rectify this, we asked
participants to take additional photos when they returned home. Two of these were taken on phones
that had the ShareIt app and could be transferred to the researchers. For two other participants we
arranged for a replacement photograph to be taken when we were in QRW for one of the focus
groups.

5.2 Focus groups: 12 & 23 April 2018
Two focus groups were conducted with 20 participants in total, divided into two groups of ten. A
morning session at UKZN was allocated on 12 April 2018 for the focus groups, but due to taxi violence,
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one of the groups did not arrive. Additionally, on the day of the focus group, campus protest action
took place within the building, which added a further element of disruption (especially in terms of
noise challenges with recording the session). The second focus group was rescheduled to 23 April
2018 in QRW.
Group one (held at UKZN on 12 April 2018) consisted of 10 participants - one man and nine women.
Group two (held at QRW on 23 April 2018) also consisted of 10 participants and was divided equally
between men and women. One of the women (Participant 7) participated in both focus groups.
The following questions were posed to the participants, for group discussion:




What does home mean for you as a resident of Quarry Road West?
What does neighbourliness (ubukhelwane) and neighbourhood (isakhamuzi) mean to you
with respect to living in Quarry Road West?
You each had a reason for moving to Quarry Road West. What are the things that you
expected to happen on moving here and what didn’t you expect to happen (of a social
nature)?

Most participants spoke in isiZulu during the discussions which were translated by the isiZulu
researchers and later transcribed.
Challenges
Both focus groups took some time to get started. Group 1 was delayed by the taxi violence, while it
took a while for Group 2 participants to arrive and then to arrange seating in the communal area in
Mcondo 2. Group one’s discussion was also impacted by the student protest noise which was
unsettling for the participants.
As is often the case with focus group sessions, certain participants were more comfortable with
sharing their opinions out loud, while others were less so. A concerted effort was made to give
everyone the chance to share for more engaging discussion and feedback.

5.3 Community mapping: 17 April 2018
Those participants associated with the UKZN research are familiar with community mapping as a
methodology. However, the types of questions asked always influence the type of maps produced, so
map making by no means results in a standardised map. Again, the research team tried to ensure that
the participants were a mixture of those familiar with the methodology, and those not.
The mapping exercise took place at QRW in a communal hall, with one of the groups (all men),
choosing to move into the local tavern nearby, where the pool table was used as a draughting board.
It was intended to divide the 18 participants into four groups based on the sections that comprise
QRW: Mamsuthu, Mcondo 1, Mcondo 2, and Mampondweni. However, since there were no
participants from Mcondo 2, and more from Mampondweni, there were two Mampondweni groups.
Each group was given two large pieces of white paper, and a variety of coloured markers.
The questions asked of the participants were:
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How does the way your houses have been built, using the existing built/man-made and
natural environment, impact on how you relate to each other as a community?
How does this impact on how you feel about home, belonging and community?

Three of the groups drew annotated maps while the Mcondo 2 group drew cameo images which each
told a story in response to the research questions. After the mapping session (which took
approximately 2 hours), a group lunch and discussion were held at a restaurant at the nearby
shopping centre. A presenter from each group was asked to hang the map on the wall, and then
explain what the map represented to the group. The discussion was recorded, and then transcribed.

Plate 5.3 Community mapping
report back

Challenges
Although a prior request was made for an even number of participants from each of the four sections,
on the day Mcondo 1 had no participants, and two Mpondweni groups were formed.

5.4 Data Analysis
The three methodologies employed by the research team allowed us to explore the concepts of home
and neighbourhood both visually (Photovoice and mapping), as well as through discussion and written
narratives. This process resulted in a range of qualitative data, including photographic images, spoken
and written narratives, focus group discussions, community maps, and the audio recordings of
workshops and sessions. In general, participants communicated in isiZulu, so all workshops and
sessions were conducted in both English and isiZulu. Audio recordings were translated and
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transcribed, and the subsequent data was coded and entered into Excel spreadsheets for thematic
analysis (aligned to the research questions).
As expressed in the methodological framework, the research sought to give residents living in QRW a
chance to explore their own narratives of home and neighbourhood through expressing themselves in
images, written and spoken narratives and maps to respond to the research questions, through PAR
(Chambers, 1994). With this in mind, we have quoted generously from the participants’ narratives in
this report, in order to ensure that the participants’ voices are heard as co-researchers in this project.

5.5 Research limitations and lessons learnt
Participation in the research process was limited to those community members who were
unemployed, studying, or had the time during the week to be involved in the research.
Challenges experienced related to participants arriving late for the start of meetings, some
participants not attending meetings they had committed to, and in one instance, taxi violence that led
to the rescheduling of a focus group. But in general, participation was enthusiastic, and meetings
were well attended.
Research involving multiple methodologies, with larger groups of participants, and that take place
both within community settings and external settings, require organisation and flexibility. Participants
relied on private transport in the form of mini-bus taxis, financed by the research team, but organised
by the community representative. Some aspects of data gathering are under one’s control, whilst
others are not. For example, in the case of the taxi-violence that led to the rescheduling of the focus
group meeting, it was not possible to organise another taxi at such short notice.
Additionally, time is often an issue when working with unpaid participants. Whilst researchers
consider meeting times to be set, participants have a more fluid approach to start times, which can be
attributed to any number of factors. Being flexible and considerate of the many issues faced by
participants living in an informal settlement is key to remaining professional and maintaining good
relationships during the research process.
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6. HOME AND NEIGHBOURHOOD IN QUARRY ROAD WEST
In this research we focused on how individuals living within an informal settlement (with some degree
of infrastructure upgrade by the state) create home and neighbourhood. Unlike the other typologies
of state housing explored in the Narratives project, most of the built form that makes up the informal
settlement of QRW (houses, streets, services) is constructed by individuals (individually and
communally) using the structure of the existing natural and built environment both as a frame for,
and components of the settlement building process. We explore how QRW residents have created
(and continue to create) a home and neighbourhood out of this self-built environment by firstly
analysing how they have constructed the material place that is called Quarry Road West and how
QRW has evolved materially over time. This leads to a discussion of how home is understood and
framed in a variety of ways by the residents we interviewed, revealing the interplay between the
material (place dependence) and non-material (psychological and communal, or place identity)
aspects of place attachment. This section includes an exploration of the particular social dynamics of
QRW and the pivotal role they play in fostering neighbourliness and a strong communal place identity.
We then explore two other important elements of place identity particularly reflective of residents of
informal settlements – the dichotomy between rural and urban identity, and negative place identity
associated with living in an informal settlement. Lastly, we look at the way the built and natural
environments both enable and constrain positive social relations, providing pointers on some of the
critical material elements necessary for the development of liveable human settlements. Together
these different components of the research seek to answer these questions: What makes a good
home, and what makes a good settlement, community or neighbourhood, particularly for the urban
poor? How can government respond in how it develops liveable human settlements?

6.1 The materiality of Quarry Road West as a self-built settlement
Quarry Road West is composed of four discrete settlements (or sections), separated from each other
by three main physical attributes – the Palmiet River, a central open space, which has been left
unsettled as agreed with the landowner, and a disused service station (refer back to Figure 1.2). The
initial process of building houses in QRW involved the transformation of the natural environment, as
described by one of the residents: “We found Quarry Road that was a forest. We cut down some
trees and built our houses … If you want to build a house you walk around and find old planks, old zinc
and sail in order to build a house” (Participant(P) 4, Photovoice (PV), 28/02/2018).
Like all informal settlements, QRW is in a constant state of flux and transformation, as shown by
Google Earth images of the settlement from 2001 to 2018 (Figure 6.1) and Text Box 6.1. Frequent
floods and fires are the most dominant determinants of change, obliterating sections of the
settlement only to see them develop again in a different form. Figure 6.2 shows how the built form of
Mampondweni changed following a fire, using materials donated by the municipality. A resident
explains how they constantly have to change their house in response to flooding: “I build the house
and I keep changing it because of the river, which is expanding towards the houses” (P7, Focus Group
(FG), 12/04/2018). These crisis moments have sometimes resulted in a ‘leap forward’ in the size of
the settlement and number of households.
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Box 6.1: Transformation of Quarry Road West
“I’ve lived in Quarry Road West for 18 years, and a lot has changed along
these years. Years ago, people were using the river, to wash and bath, but as
years went by the community decided to get a tap that produces clean and
safe water to the community. Many years ago, there was only land. As people
came and began to build houses and lived here, this place became home to
them. Years ago, people used paraffin stoves to cook and candles as a source
of light, but as years went by technology became more advanced and people
now use illegal electricity as source of energy. The government has installed
some legal electricity but not for everyone, it is only benefitting a certain
amount of people. … There were no toilets, people used to relieve themselves
in the bushes but as years progressed, toilets were made available to us” (P19,
PV, 28/02/2018).

As QRW matures as a settlement, the building materials used by residents are changing and becoming
more substantial. These changes are described by Participant 1 (FG2, 23/04/2018):
“Our first houses were built of plastics or juba cardboards (Zulu beer cartons).
Those houses were not strong … It was difficult though especially when it was
windy and when it was raining the roofs were leaking. As time went on the
planks came and we came up with an idea of building our houses with planks
and zinc”.
Zinc and wood have also been provided by the municipality to residents who have lost their homes
during fires. Fire risk in the settlement has led to further adaptions in building materials. Some
residents are now building more permanent brick or block structures to withstand fire risk, as
explained by Participant 1, a community leader in Plate 6.1 below. However, the close proximity of
houses to each other is the main challenge, as explained by Participant 34 (FG2, 23/04/2018):
“According to me it is good to have a neighbour near you but it becomes a
challenge in such areas like our area when it comes to burning of the houses
because if one house gets burnt, another is going to catch that fire because
we are near each other too much. It would to be better if our sites are not
very close to each other. At least my neighbour should be 20m away from me.
That will be much appreciated”.
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2001

2011

2014

2018
Figure 6.1: Quarry Road West 2001 to 2018
(Source of aerial photography: Digitalglobe, 2018 from Google Earth, 2018)
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Figure 6.2: Built form of Mampondweni before 2013 fire and afterwards
(August 2013 and January 2014)
(Source of aerial photography: CNES/Airbus, 2018; Digitalglobe, 2018; both from Google Earth, 2018)
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Plate 6.1: It is good to unite as a community “We discussed as the community what we
have to do to protect ourselves from fire. The
house burnt down and the neighbours used
the free sand from the river to build bricks to
rebuild the house. We are not using wood
anymore. This is my neighbour’s house; he
made the bricks himself for his house” (P1,
PV, 28/02/2018)

The natural environment is the foundation of the QRW settlement, and its residents use the
environment in a range of ways to sustain their everyday livelihood practices. Trees are particularly
important. The forest was cleared to make way for building houses, but large trees have been
retained throughout the settlement and play multiple roles. They provide shade, hold up washing
lines and illegal electricity wires (see Plate 6.2), provide building material, and are used as supports for
satellite dishes and TV aerials. Even the trees on the median in Quarry Road have been
commandeered as supports for washing lines and izinyokanyoka (illegal electricity wires) as shown in
the top left corner of the community map (Figure 6.3). Trees and open spaces are also used as play
areas, parks and informal and formal communal meeting places, playing an important role in
structuring the public realm and the social fabric of the community, as explained by one resident:
“A long time ago we used to use this place as a park to play in. There was a big
tree with mangos in it. We climbed it to get to them. But it is now a stump.
And it is used as a meeting place. The municipality cut down that tree and
now we are using the stump as a place to sit if there is a community meeting.
It is shady there; meeting places are important for communities. They like to
gather together” (P17, PV, 28/02/2018).
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The Palmiet River is also an important resource for the community. Although the municipality has
provided free water at the CABs, some residents continue to use the river for washing, for building
sand and as a way to remove waste from the settlement.

Plate 6.2: Ikhaya lami (My home) –

“I took the picture of the tree because it
is like a home to me and it protects us
from the heat. It also helps us to
connect the electricity wires” (P13, PV,
28/02/2018).
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Figure 6.3: Quarry Road West community map showing use of trees – “These are the trees that we are
connecting our washing lines to hang our washing to dry. Under these trees it is automatically our
socializing area. These trees have good shade when it is too hot inside the houses” (Mampondweni 2
group, Community Mapping (CM), 17/04/2018)

The main contribution of the state towards the built environment in QRW is the provision of
incremental services in the form of central ablution blocks (CABs), one for each section, communal
tap points and electricity (Mampondweni only at this stage). Some residents have adapted the water
provision further through water connections from the municipal water supply into their houses, as
shown in Plate 6.3.
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Plate 6.3: Izidingo (All we need) –
“In this photo we have these pipes that are
drawing water from the municipal water into
our houses. We did this because we were tired
of standing in the long queues when fetching
water. We hired a plumber to connect the
water to my house” (P6, PV, 28/02/2018).

Illegal electricity connections (izinyokanyoka) are widespread in QRW and highly organised. The
community connects wires to the ‘danger boxes’ (local substations) in Quarry Road using the trees in
the central median as poles to raise them off the ground and distribute them into the settlement, as
shown at points 15 and 18 on the community map at Figure 6.4. The community has an antagonistic
relationship with the Municipality over their periodic disconnection of these illegal connections, which
are reconnected by the residents almost immediately. The residents are fully aware of the dangers of
the izinyokanyoka, and actively try to minimise the risk of fire and electrocution by raising the wires
well above ground and using insulation. The dynamics of the izinyokanyoka are explained by
Participant 23 (PV, 28/02/2018):
“This area at KwaMamsuthu, we choose to live like this although it is not
safe. This tree we are using for electricity. In some areas they buy it, but we
get it for free. If the municipality comes and cuts off the wires, we wait until
they go away and reconnect again”.
Apart from their creative approaches to accessing municipal services, the residents make use of other
elements of the existing formal built environment for uses beyond their original purpose. The Quarry
Road concrete bridge crossing the river is used to dry blankets. When the toilets are not working,
residents use the area underneath the bridge as a toilet. The M19 bridge serves a range of purposes
as described by Participant 7 in Plate 6.4 below. A water or sewerage pipe that crosses the river
between Mcondo 2 and Mampondweni is used as a bridge, connecting these two parts of the
community together (P8 and P15, PV, 28/02/2018).
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Figure 6.4: Quarry Road West community map showing illegal electricity connections:
15. Electricity lines: These electricity lines help us to connect electricity but they also dangerous to us
because sometimes if we hang wet clothes on the lines they electrocute us. This electricity lines also
causes fires in the community.
18. Danger box: This is a danger box. It dangerous but it helps us to generate electricity to our homes.
(Mamsuthu group, Community Mapping, 17/04/2018)
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Plate 6.4: Ncedolwethu (It’s where we
get help) - “Since I stay under the
bridge, I use the same bridge as a line
to dry my blanket since there is no sun
under the bridge. I use the same bridge
as a shelter and a wall since I built my
house undercover. I also use it to put
my satellite dish” (P7, PV, 28/02/2018)

The range of adaptations to the natural and built environment by the community to create a liveable
home environment are also expressed in the range of services that are being provided by residents
for the community, including spaza shops, creches, hair salons, bars/shebeens, churches, restaurants
and community halls. Thus, QRW is providing more than just housing to its residents; it is maturing (in
planning terms) into a mixed-use settlement that is providing for a range of needs beyond shelter and
basic services. We now turn to how residents conceptualised home and neighbourhood in Quarry
Road West.
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6.2 Attachment to place in Quarry Road West
“To stay in Quarry Road means many things to me. It is like my home. I am
now used to everything. Life in this place is good. We have everything we
need. The community is united” (P23, PV, 28/02/2018)
Our research with the residents of Quarry Road West revealed a very strong emphasis on the material
dimensions of place (or place dependence) in how the participants conceptualised QRW as home.
Residents are attached to QRW because it provides a range of services and opportunities that support
their current needs and their aspirations for a better life (Anton and Lawrence, 2014). These are some
of the main motivating factors which influence their decision to live in QRW as opposed to living
elsewhere in the city (see Table 1 below). However, beyond these practical material factors are the
emotional and social dimensions of place attachment (what we call place identity) that make
residents feel that they belong in QRW, that they are ‘at home’. These take more time to develop
than the place dependence factors (Anton and Lawrence, 2014), and include a sense of community,
ownership, the freedom to be oneself and to develop one’s identity, and the memories built up over
time that connect them to the people and place of QRW (refer also to Table 6.1).

Table 6.1: Quarry Road West place attachment factors
Place attachment factors
Place dependence
Place identity
 Access to free municipal services
 Family
 Access to illegal services
 Belonging
 No rent
 Sense of community/neighbourliness
 Environmental services
 Experiences/memories
 Space to grow vegetables
 Ownership
 Accessibility to town, employment, education,  Pride
health
 Freedom
 Convenience – shops and services within QRW  Place of rest
 Livelihood and work opportunities
 Safety
 Place of opportunity/launch pad for better  Beautiful environment
things

We explore and analyse each of these in the sections that follow, firstly place dependence, then the
different dimensions of place identity that have emerged through the research participants’
narratives – personal and communal place identity (sense of community), rural versus urban place
identity and dimensions of negative place identity associated with QRW as an informal settlement.
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6.3 Place dependence
Place dependence in QRW is demonstrated firstly through residents saying that they feel at home
because their basic needs (such as shelter and access to free services) are being met, such as
Participant 10: “This is home because I have a roof over my head. To live here is better than living
under the bridge with no roof”. What is particularly important for residents is freedom from paying
for rent or services, as explained by Participant 11: “I like my home, not renting, staying free. Although
it is not a proper house, it is a shack, but I love it because it is free”. The municipal provision of free
access to water and sanitation through the CABs has strengthened place dependence, and hence
residents’ sense of home, as described by Participant 1 in Plate 6.5 below.

Plate 6.5: Amanzi ayimpilo – “I feel at home
in Quarry Road because the Municipality has
provided us with additional taps and toilets.
We are now able to do our washing. Before
this happened, we stood in long queues
waiting to buy water which cost 60c a
bucket. Government has helped us with
providing toilets and we are able to do
washing. Some of our houses have
electricity” (P1, PV, 28/02/2018)

Beyond the free water and sanitation services provided by the municipality, residents have also made
themselves feel more ‘at home’ in QRW through their own illegal and informal access to electricity.
Although they recognise, and try to manage the dangers of illegal connections, residents are proud of
their ingenuity and its benefits, as explained by Participant 6 (PV, 28/02/2016):
“Because people here are very clever - although you will not see proper the
wires, we do not have electricity at Quarry Road and are able to steal
electricity from the road – so we have DSTV and I watch whatever I like”.
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Illegal access to electricity also facilitates income generation for some residents, such as Resident 15
(PV, 28/02/2018) who is able to offer hair salon services to local residents in the evenings.
As detailed in section 6.1 the natural environment also provides a range of free services to the
community which contributes to their sense of home. This dependence on the river is described in
Participant 20’s self-portrait of washing clothes in the river (Plate 6.6). The link between the services
provided by the environment and a sense of home are revealed in this description by Participant 9
(PV, 28/02/2018): “The picture is about how we use the trees for our electricity cables and for satellite
dishes and TV antennas. It is called ‘Good resting place’ because of these trees”. This resident’s
narrative combines the functional with the emotional (a sense of rest and stability), showing how
place dependence can start to contribute to place identity. Some residents appreciate the green
spaces within the settlement for their intrinsic value. These are encapsulated in Participant 7’s
photograph and narrative, ‘A green world’, at Plate 6.7.

Plate 6.6: Mzintlava1 (Self-portrait) - “Before,
people didn’t notice that the river was very
important. We could use the river to wash
our blankets, close to our houses. People
have stopped dumping because they realise
it is important to have the river to wash
clothes. It is clean now. The rain washed
away all the rubbish so now the river is
clean” (P20, PV, 28/02/2018)
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Plate 6.7: Amadlelo aluhlaza (A green world) – “As you
can see that this is green and I call it ‘A Green World’.
This settlement is interesting – you can see how green it
is around and shows life. We’ve got the water as well as
the trees, which gives us fresh air. A home means a lot to
me, more especially when I ... open my windows and
doors, feel that fresh air. I feel like home because of all
these things that exist in Quarry Road” (P7, PV,
28/02/2018).

For some, having a small space within QRW to grow herbs and vegetables also creates a sense of
home, allowing for a continuation of farming practices from the rural areas, as expressed in this
statement by Participant 2 (PV, 28/02/2018):
“This garden helps me a lot because if I do not have any money to buy I just
go and get something to cook from my garden. It is in my neighbour’s yard.
…. As much as I call the space I am in right now [home], whenever I am in
this garden, I am reminded and feel like I am at home, because when I am at
home I go outside in the garden and get imifino [wild herbs]”.
Participant 4 still farms on his ancestral land in Ulundi and has brought these practices to QRW, as
shown in Plate 6.8.
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Plate 6.8: Kuhle ukulima (It’s good
to grow food) (Self-portrait) –
“I feel at home as I can grow the
mealies in my garden. I’m checking
my mealies inside the garden and
if it’s not ready, I can still go to the
local shops, especially Mrs
Makhawula” (P4, PV, 28/02/2018)

The range of free services available to the community at QRW and not having to pay rent is a huge
drawcard for new entrants to the city from the rural areas, as well as those moving from other areas
within the city (Posel and Marx, 2013). Informal settlements like QRW act as a safety net, enabling
their residents to gain a foothold in the city, as explained by Participant 34 (FG2, 24/04/2018), “I am
happy to have a home here because it helps those people who are coming from the rural areas, who
does not know who to go to when they get here, especially those who do not have relatives in town”.
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Place dependence is premised on a process of comparison with alternative places in terms of how
well a place promotes the achievement of an individual’s goals (Jorgensen and Stedman, 2001). Thus,
meeting individuals’ needs for shelter and basic services is not enough – dependence on a place is
contingent on its contribution to a range of higher order life goals beyond mere survival. These
include access to employment, education and other opportunities, and therefore location is a critical
element of place dependence, especially for the poor.
In this research, many of the residents praised QRW for its good location in the core of the city - its
proximity to ‘town’, employment, education and health facilities. Participant 28 (PV, 28/02/2018)
explained:
“What I like about this home in Quarry Road is that we have services and
facilities which are near to the people, such as the shops, schools, clinic and
hardware across the road. In rural areas, the children are walking long
distances to go to school”.

This comparison to the rural areas was reiterated by Participant 7 (FG1, 28/02/2018):

“It is easier here because even if a person gets sick at night, you can call the
ambulance, or need to call the police, it is much easier. In rural areas, if the
person is sick no ambulance comes and you have to hire a car to send the
sick person to the hospital”.

Participants also compared QRW favourably to other townships or areas of the city, such as this
comment on Clermont township:
“It was expensive to live in Clermont, it was not near to school and town. It
is much better to live in Quarry Road because it is near to school,
universities and colleges. In addition, my mother moved because it is near to
her work as she is working as a domestic worker” (P10, PV, 28/02/2018).

Building place identity in relation to other places or neighbourhoods was also evident in Erwin’s
(2017) research on place identity in Kenneth Gardens. Identity formation is therefore often relational,
where residents compare elements of their place or their place identity to their perceptions of other
places in the city.
Improved job opportunities compared with the rural areas were described by Participant 15 (FG2,
23/04/2018):
“It is good to have a home here in Clare Estate because when you come
from the rural areas to this place, it is quite different, over here you get a lot
of job opportunities. When you are just standing near the road, when a car
passes, the owner would ask you if you want a job but in the rural areas,
there is nothing like that”.
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Easy access to transport and low transport costs were mentioned by some participants, such as
Participant 2 (FG1, 12/04/2018) who said that, “I am able to go to town with little money and my bus
stop is near to my home”. Sometimes, work and schools are so close that residents can walk there, as
explained by Participant 26 (FG, 12/04/2018):
“The things I like at Quarry Road: if you find a piece job in the neighbourhood,
you can walk to your work - not taking any taxi or bus”.

This was reiterated by Participant 15 as shown in Plate 6.9 below.

Plate 9: Lapho ngihlala khona (Where I live) – “I am living
there because everything is convenient for me to carry on
with my life. It is easy to get jobs around … We are near
the road, taxis wake me in the morning. There are jobs
across the road. I am able to cross the road and go to the
formal houses and look for a job” (P15, PV, 28/02/2018).

Also linked to location, residents explained how the convenience of a range of services within the
immediate neighbourhood and in the QRW settlement makes them feel at home, as stated by
Participant 20 (PV, 28/02/2018):
“This place is my home. There are shops nearby. If I need anything I can go
to my local shops. If there is oil on the stove, I can run over to the shops and
buy things quick, without the oil burning. Everything is nearby to us, that’s
why I call it my home”.
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Services within the neighbourhood include the mall in Reservoir Hills that has a Shoprite Checkers (5
minutes’ walk), and a general dealer and a hardware store in Clare Estate across Quarry Road from
the settlement (Mamsuthu group, Community Mapping, 17/04/2018).
Over time residents within the QRW settlement have started small businesses to service the local
community’s needs, including spaza shops, hair salons, taverns/bars, creches and restaurants. The
convenience of the local shops was described by Participant 4 (PV, 28/02/2018): “when one comes
from work late you can go to the next-door neighbour’s tuckshop and buy and cook because Shoprite
is closed”, and by Participant 18 (Plate 6.10). Some social facilities also make residents feel more at
home by replicating what they experienced in their rural homes. Participant 2 (FG1, 12/04/2018)
noted that “Quarry Road is like home because I do go to church, as I do in my rural home. … The
church is within the community”.

Plate 6.10: Ukuzama impilo engcono
(Trying for a better life) – “We converted
our settlement by creating local shops - if
we need fruit, we get it locally. You don’t
have to go to Checkers, you can buy right
near your house” (P18, PV, 28/02/2018).

The development of the informal business sector within QRW demonstrates how, apart from being
well-located in the city for accessing jobs in the surrounding area, the settlement itself has become a
place of opportunity for residents. Participant 5 (PV, 28/02/2018) explained how she started her
spaza shop to meet a local need:
“I feel at home now. When I came to Quarry Road West there were not
shops around, so I created my own shop so people could buy right in the
community”.
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Similarly, Participant 14’s mother converted their house “to make a crèche to help the mothers who
do not have a place to keep their children if they are at work. … My mum is getting a little money
from the parents” (P14, PV, 28/02/2018). Residents also noted how much easier it was to run a
business in QRW compared with the rural areas (P31, CM, 17/04/2018). Participant 27 (FG1,
12/04/2018) stated that “It is difficult to run a business in rural areas because the houses are
scattered. The people are surviving with the grant money. The people get money from pension only.
This side, things are much faster”.
QRW is also perceived by some, especially the younger participants, as a ‘launchpad for better things’,
a starting place in the city while they get an education or job experience before moving on to a better
place. This is illustrated in this statement by Participant 10 (PV, 28/02/2018):
“To live in Quarry Road means I have a chance to change my life. Because
it is not a place you can stay for the rest of your life. It means I am near
school and colleges and UKZN so have to take that opportunity to go to
school. It means I have a place to sleep, not sleeping on the street. When
you are staying in a place like Quarry Road it gives you that push … to wake
up and work hard and take every opportunity you get, serious, so that you
will change the environment you live in”.

The narratives of our research participants show a high level of functional attachment to place in
QRW as it meets their basic needs, has strong locational and convenience advantages in comparison
to other locations, provides opportunities to make a livelihood and for some acts as a launching pad
for a better life elsewhere in the future. Place dependence is strong in QRW because, despite the risks
and challenges of living in an informal settlement that is prone to flood and fire, it enables residents
to achieve a range of life goals (Anton and Lawrence, 2014). These findings are similar to Charlton
and Matlapeng’s (2008) research in Alexandra where research participants also showed high levels of
place dependence based on the opportunities living there provided to generate income or access
education, despite difficult living conditions.

6.4 Place identity
While the research participants emphasised the functional aspects of QRW as home, their narratives
also revealed a strong sense of belonging to QRW, which is at the heart of place identity (Korpela,
1989 in Dixon and Durrheim, 2000). This was particularly evident in the deep sense of community or
neighbourliness in QRW, but also to some degree in how they defined their individual sense of self, or
self-identity, in relation to QRW.
6.4.1

Personal place identity

At a personal level, feeling at home in QRW was firstly defined by some participants in terms of family
ties and the mutual support that brings. For example, Participant 2 (FG1, 12/04/2018) noted “It is
good for me to be this side because all my sisters are this side. My sister is also assisting me if I need
anything”. According to Participant 12 (PV, 28/02/2018), home is a place where you can be yourself,
be loved for who you are and share the ups and downs of life (see Plate 6.11). For these reasons,
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Participant 12 refers to her home as ‘The Place of Rest’, sentiments echoed by Participant 9 (PV,
28/02/2018):
“Home means a place where I can get rest after work. It is a place where I can
hide my head when there are heavy rains and hot sun”.

Plate 6.11: Indawo Yokuphumula (The Place of Rest) –
“There is no place like home, although we do not have
everything, to own home is more than anything. My home
is a place to rest. It is where I hide my head. A home means
a stable foundation. It is where the heart is, feel safe,
understood and loved, feel good. Home is where you share
your sadness and happiness” (P12, PV, 28/02/2018).

For some residents, relationship to friends and neighbours are as strong as family, taking on the role
of missing, or non-existent, kin as expressed by Participant 7 (PV, 28/02/2018): “To stay here means a
lot to me since I do not have sisters and brothers at my biological home but here I got all that”. Linked
to kinship ties and rest is the feeling of safety in QRW that some participants expressed, such as
Participant 14 (PV, 28/02/2018): “Home means a place where I can sleep and stay safe while trying to
find a job. A home means where I can be protected and store or keep all my assets”.
Personal place identity was also reflected in participants’ sense of ownership and pride in what they
have built in QRW and acquired in terms of personal assets. As Plate 6.12 below shows, Participant
22 (PV, 28/02/2018) demonstrates his pride in building his house and furniture from scratch. These
sentiments are reiterated by Participant 16 (PV, 28/02/2018) with reference to what she has inside
her home: “Being inside makes me feel at home. I have my TV, my microwave, all the things I need to
feel at home. All the assets I have I feel at home”. Another participant expressed pride in how they as
a community keep the CABs clean (P11, PV, 28/02/2018).
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Plate 6.12: Mina (Me/Mine) –
“My home is everything to me. If I am here I
feel at home. My neighbour is my key of my
life. When I came here it was a forest and I
cut it down and made the land a level . I put
some planks together and I made a door
and a wardrobe, a cupboard. I painted and I
also made a washing line” (P22, PV,
28/02/2018).

However, for one participant this sense of ownership will only come when he lives in a permanent
structure that belongs to him. When asked if they would call a RDP house a home, this participant
responded:
“Yes, I can call it a home because here I was not given a land (it’s not our land)
but I just came and built a house. I was stealing the land. But if I am given the
keys then I can call it home, even when I give my children a house, they will
call it a home because it is theirs” (P31, CM, 17/04/2018).

Memories of life in Quarry Road West also came out strongly in some of the participants’ narratives,
especially among the young residents who have grown up in Quarry Road, such as Participant 19 (PV,
28/02/2018):
“Umfula (River of the valley) - My whole life I’ve lived in Quarry Road West. I
was born and raised here. To many it is an informal settlement but to me it is
home and is filled with many memories. The people in my community are a
family. The river brought all the children together, whenever it was hot we
used to gather together and go swim in the river. Those are memories I will
forever cherish in my life. Back then people used to wash and bath in the
river; the people depended on the river. They say there’s no place like home,
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indeed it is true. Whenever I visited other places, I felt alone and lost but
when I am here at home I am happy because I am surrounded by the people I
love and cherish”.
For the young people, these memories are often centred around play, such as swimming in the river
together, also described by Participant 14 (PV, 28/02/2018), creating a park and climbing the mango
tree (see Plate 6.13 below), and playing in the disused service station on Quarry Road as described by
Participant 19:
“This is an old Engen Garage; cars were coming there for petrol. Then it
changed and it became a place to play. When we come from school, we
changed our clothes and went there to play. It wasn’t a garage anymore. All
sorts of games we played. Like hide and seek. We used to make a little ball of
plastic and play shumpu (like cricket)”.

Plate 6.13: Ipaki evusa imicabango
yasebunganeni (Park of childhood memories) –
“There was an open space when we were
young. All the children made it into a park
using sticks to mark it off. Our own special
park. There was a big tree ... we used to climb
the mango tree and harvest the mangoes.
Now it is just a tree stump. We have many
memories because we played there and ate
mangoes. They (the municipality) cut the tree
now. Children fell from the tree so they cut it
down so left the stump. Now it is used as a
meeting place – people sit on the stump” (P17,
PV, 28/02/2018).

Lastly, several participants expressed how they felt at home in QRW because they were free to live
their lives as they wished there, as in this statement by Participant 6 (FG, 12/04/2018):
“For me as a resident of Quarry Road West, I am free to do whatever I like to
do, and I feel free because I know this is my home. I am not paying any rent
and I have a good neighbours. I do whatever I like to do and I feel at home”.
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For some participants this freedom means being able to carry on with certain life activities that they
conducted in the rural areas, like religious ceremonies and growing vegetables (P7 and P27, FG1,
12/04/2018). However, other participants felt that these freedoms were curtailed living in an informal
settlement, as shown in this discussion:
“P28: Home is where I practice the ritual ceremonies, and have the place to
grow vegetables. We have livestock at home and it is where I grew up.
Researcher (VS): Are you restricted from doing that in Quarry Road?
P28: Yes, it is not easy to slaughter a goat, cow or sheep in Quarry Road. There
is no place to have it.
P7: Yes, even to have chickens is not easy because the people who are using
drugs (whoonga) can steal it.
P28: Yes, even to have a dog is not easy” (P28 and P7, FG1, 12/04/2018).
For others, though, living in QRW gives them a level of control over their lives that they did not
experience where they lived before. For example, one participant is now free from marital abuse
(P26, FG1, 12/04/2018), while another is able to control life in QRW through her involvement in
community structures:
“My home is in Quarry Road, because I am able to make rules and control
things. At my home in KwaMashu, I can’t control things. Quarry Road is where
I feel free do whatever I like to do” (P6, FG1, 12/04/2018).
6.4.2

Communal place identity (sense of community)

People do not exist in isolation, and the building of a sense of community, which includes how
residents define what makes a neighbourhood (omakhelwane) and what constitutes neighbourliness
(ubukhelwane), is an important aspect of making QRW into a home to be enjoyed and shared. From
the research findings it was very clear that residents of QRW have a strong sense of community, a
communal place identity. Pretty et al (2003: 8) state that a sense of community is built through the
social aspects of a particular place. Belonging to a wider structure, which offers support and
assistance, is essential for a positive community dynamic to take place.
In the community mapping exercise, we asked residents to draw a map to show how the physical
structure (built and natural environment) of QRW impacts on how they relate to each other as a
community, and how it makes them feel about home, belonging and community. Some drew maps
that focused solely on QRW and life within it (Figure 6.5), while others incorporated the surrounding
neighbourhood of Clare Estate (Figure 6.6). In the focus group and mapping discussions, most
participants used the term neighbourhood to refer to the wider neighbourhood, of which QRW is a
part, while neighbourliness was used to refer to relationships within both QRW and the local
neighbourhood.
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Figure 6.5: Mcondo 2
Group: A map depicting
scenes specific to QRW
and how these elements
(man-made/ built/
environmental) impact
how people relate to each
other as a community.

Figure 6.6: Mamsuthu
Group: A map situating
QRW within the broader
neighbourhood of Clare
Estate
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The Mamsuthu group’s map (Figure 6.6) reveals how they see themselves as included in the wider
neighbourhood setting, regardless of their ‘informal’ status. QRW has been part of the Clare
Estate/Reservoir Hills neighbourhood for over twenty years, and as such the QRW community is given
neighbour status by the formal neighbourhood, which comes with certain privileges. For instance, in
the focus group discussion it was revealed that job opportunities at local stores, such as Checkers, are
earmarked for those who live in the locality, as described by Participant 7 (FG2, 23/04/018):
“The neighbourhood (omakhelwane) it is where we get employment easily.
For example, if you are looking for a job at Checkers, the employer asks where
do you live? And, if you mention the far places, there are few chances to get
that employment. If you mention that you are living in the neighbourhood the
chances to get employment are much higher than the person living far. They
know that you live nearby, and they can phone you anytime if they need you.
They would not employ the person who lives at Mayville and leave you who
are living at Quarry Road.”
Residents in the wider neighbourhood also provide opportunities for income generation. Participant 6
shared that
“In my neighbourhood if there is any event, ceremony or party, they ask me to
help with washing dishes. After I provide help, they give me something to
make me happy or smile” (FG1, 12/04/2018).
Additionally, the wider neighbourhood looks out for the residents of QRW, particularly in times of
crisis, as noted by these participants:
“In the neighbourhood, if we experienced fire, the Indians from the
neighbourhood provide the community with food and clothes” (P26, FG1,
12/04/2018).
“What I like about the people in the neighbourhood - the Indians are always
on the road driving cars. If we are sleeping at night and not noticing the fire,
they help us by phoning the fire engine to help us” (P28, FG1, 12/04/2018).
Within QRW this sense of neighbourliness and taking care of one another is also very evident.
Neighbourliness is intrinsically linked to assisting each other, specifically when fire, flood or crime are
to blame. The constant surveillance of neighbours’ properties ensures that one’s own property
remains protected:
“Neighbourliness can be practiced anytime. For example, if I go to the tuckshop and notice that the house of [P23] or [P2] has smoke coming from inside,
then I can do something to help by calling other people. We can break the
door and take out the clothes and stop that fire” (P6, FG1, 12/04/2018).
“I am going to start with neighbourliness. It is the person who is near to me
and that person can watch my house even if I am not at home. Our houses are
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facing each other and it’s easy to notice anything going wrong” (P28, FG1,
12/04/2018).
Participant 32 (FG2, 23/04/2018) sums up the actions that contribute towards neighbourliness both
within QRW and with the broader neighbourhood:
“I would like to say it is good to have neighbours, especially in areas such as
ours. I am making an example that even if I am at work, since we are using
izinyokanyoka, it is easy for my neighbour to see before the fire causes a lot of
damage and cut off those electricity wires. In our area we have the criminals
called amaphara, it is easy for my neighbour to see before the phara steal
anything from your house. What I would like to say about the neighbourhood
is that it is good to have such a good relationship, respect and communicate
with them because when our houses are burnt down by fire we do not sleep
on the road, they do try and help with clothing and food”.
In a settlement like QRW, where houses sit cheek-by-jowl, the activities of neighbours can also have a
negative impact on residents. In general, neighbours are not chosen, and as Participant 31 (FG2,
23/04/2018) states,
“That is very difficult, as [P32] has said sometimes you cannot control your
neighbour”.
However, friendships can develop with neighbours, and various activities that take place in the
settlement encourage friendships, such as playing snooker at the local tavern, or getting off at the
same bus stop regularly:
“You do not choose your neighbour, it just happens automatically. We go
together to do our washing and we make friends like that. You actually cannot
choose your neighbour” (P15, FG2, 23/04/2018).
“The other relationship is created by our children playing soccer together and
making friends. The parents end up knowing each other” (P32, FG2,
23/04/2018).
Community living is expressed through shared activities, acknowledgement of, and interaction with,
others. Participants 15 and 7 explained how they feel at home in QRW because of the shared actions
of the residents (Lombard, 2014), that make QRW a better place to live:
“To stay here means a lot to me, as much as there are challenges there and
there, but I feel at home because of many things that we have and have been
changed by the residents of Quarry Road together” (P15, PV, 28/02/2018).
“A home means a lot to me, more especially when I get out of my house and
share stories with my family and neighbours and open my windows and doors,
feel that fresh air. I like my neighbours because if I don’t have something to
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cook they are there to help and we are sharing what we got” (P7, PV,
28/02/2018).
According to Tuan (1977, in Lombard, 2014), places are made when they become familiar and central
to who we are through the repetition of activities in our daily lives. For one young woman in QRW,
the everyday habit of her mother drinking tea in the morning, sitting on a rock outside their house,
has become a communal tradition as other members of the community join her, or even do the same
when she is away (see Plate 6.14). These repeated family and communal actions in time have become
personal and shared memories that strengthen attachment to place through a deepening sense of
community. Lewicka (2011) tells us that people who feel attached to a place have higher social
capital than those that are less attached, and are happier, more satisfied, and have stronger
neighbourhood ties. Therefore, personal attachment to place is inextricably linked to sense of
community.

Plate 6.14: Rest and Rock –
“When we came here to build our shack, this
rock was there. We spend our time with our
friends under the tree and my mum sits on
the rock with her cup of tea every morning.
Whenever my mum is not around we sit
there because we miss her. It’s a special rock
– it makes me feel at home” (P18, PV,
28/02/2018).
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In QRW, residents actively seek to make the settlement they now call home liveable. This has already
been discussed at the level of personal space, but also occurs communally – for the benefit of all.
Being cognisant of those living in the same space shows a sense of rootedness and the building of
social capital (Lewicka, 2011), through familial, interpersonal and communal interaction (Galster,
2001). There is a very real sense of pride revealed in the activities undertaken by community
members individually and communally to make life in QRW a positive experience for all, as reflected
in these statements:
“I have changed my environment by telling people to cover the electric wires
with insulators to prevent children from shocking. I also told people to use
toilet tissue paper in the toilets, not any paper” (P14, PV, 28/04/2018).
“I love my toilet (in Mampondweni) because the caretakers are always
cleaning it. The community takes initiative to clean it all the time. We change
perceptions that living in informal settlements is always dirty. That is why we
making sure that the area is clean” (P11, PV, 28/04/2018).
The community has united around resolving shared problems, with a special focus on making QRW a
safer place to live (FG1, 12/04/2018). This is seen in the formation of the QRW Committee and a
Community Office, specifically set up to handle community issues related to crime, the environment
(flooding), structural challenges (homes, fire), and personal issues. The committee members include a
chairperson, deputy and secretary. The office is based in Mamsuthu, but all four sections report to it.
One safety issue that the community has resolved together is the illegal electricity connections, often
mentioned by participants as a source of both pride and worry. In the past, the cables had run along
the ground and children were injured (P9, PV, 28/02/2018), so a unified decision was made to lift the
cables into the trees, as explained by Participant 15 (PV, 28/02/2018):
“I can clearly remember before when the electricity were on the ground –
children were dying. So we decided they must go up. It is not nice to see our
children dead because of the carelessness of the community. The community
worked together to put all the wires up to protect the children of the
community".
This community interaction to solve problems and assist each other in times of need builds
relationships specifically around the complexities of life within such a settlement.
The QRW committee system also acts to regulate behaviour within the community. A person
experiencing a problem goes to the office to report it to the person on duty. It is documented in a
notebook, and on a Wednesday the committee meets to discuss issues raised. People related to a
particular problem are called to the office to meet with the committee in order to resolve the issue.
Participant 15 (CM, 17/04/2018) explained the respect that underlies this system: “As I have
mentioned earlier, we are respecting each other a lot. Even if people are fighting, we have something
called committees, those people are brought to the committee get disciplined”. The incident of taxi
violence that affected the first focus group meeting was used by FG1 (12/04/2018) as an example of
an issue that would be reported to the office, and all parties involved called together to resolve the
dispute that had led to the incident.
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The way in which the community office operates was compared by one of the researchers (during the
Focus Group discussion) to that of the role of the Inkosi or traditional leader (Traditional Council) in a
rural area. This perhaps is an indication of how elements of a rural/traditional system of managing
communal issues have been brought into city life.
6.4.3

Rural/urban place identity

South Africa has a long history of circular migration and dual home ‘ownership’, particularly as a result
of deep rural-urban connections (Posel and Marx, 2013). This is true of Durban, like other major
South African cities, and true of QRW residents.
According to participants of the focus groups, the majority of residents of QRW are originally from the
Eastern Cape. Of the 19 participants who answered the question on home of origin, 13 were from the
Eastern Cape, including nine from the town of Bizana. Steinbrink (2010, as cited in Atkinson , 2014)
refers to chain migration, a concept which describes how people migrate from a particular area to
another particular area due to the ‘local supportive networks’ that have come about due to ‘the idea
of common origin’.
While many of the residents are from the Eastern Cape, the settlement has residents from various
areas of KwaZulu-Natal, other regions in South Africa, as well as foreigners from African countries.
Participant 2, who has resided in QRW the longest, 25 years, was originally from the town of
Empangeni in KwaZulu-Natal, approximately two hours’ drive north of Durban. She came to “Quarry
Road because I am looking for a better life and for jobs. Quarry Road is not the best place to stay, but
we are staying there because of reasons” (P2, FG1, 12/04/2018). The participants have all lived in
QRW for longer than three years with the majority of participants residing in QRW for longer than six
years. Within the group, the length of time living in QRW is as follows:
3-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
19-25 years

8 participants
5 participants
3 participants
3 participants

Reasons for choosing QRW as a new home base elicited varied responses from the participants during
the focus group discussions, focused on the following themes: visiting a family member, spouse,
and/or partner; looking for work; or circumstances that lead to an unplanned habitat in the
settlement (and sometimes a combination of all three) (FG1 & 2, 12 & 23/04/2018). Four participants
shared that the reasons precipitating their move to QRW were largely due to some form of family
relationship and/or commitment. Three participants revealed that the visit was not intended to result
in a long-term stay. For example, one young woman decided to visit her husband living in QRW, as she
was not feeling well. On that trip she fell pregnant and chose to stay on. She has been living in QRW
for five years, and is now studying towards her Adult Basic Education Training (ABET) certificate.
Another woman, from the Eastern Cape, had come to find her husband and demand the remittance
he was failing to pay. Her intention was not to stay, but what she experienced in QRW resulted in her
making QRW her home, nine years ago:
“I came from my rural area to visit my husband. Actually, it was not a real visit.
I came to ask the support money for my children as I was staying at Bizana.
When I came here, my husband run away from me and I have decided to stay
and start selling things, so that my children will find something to eat. My
husband was already staying in Quarry Road, but after I came he run away
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from me. I was not expecting to stay in Quarry Road or my husband to run
away from me because I came to ask for the money to support our children. I
was expecting to get the money from him and go back Bizana” (P27, FG 1,
12/4/2018).
Another visitor’s decision to stay was influenced by her untenable home situation. She saw QRW as an
opportunity to start afresh, and for eight years has been living a life separate from her husband who
still lives in the Eastern Cape:
“My husband is staying in the rural area and I came to Quarry Road to visit my
brother’s girlfriend. When I get here, I find that Quarry Road is the nice place
to stay and start something. I also started selling. My husband is very lazy. I do
visit him at home. I was not expecting that I would staying permanently at
Quarry Road. It is nice, and I have that kind of freedom and peace because no
one is abusing me.” (P26, FG 1, 12/4/2018).
For others, QRW offered them, particularly those from rural areas in the Eastern Cape and KwaZuluNatal, an opportunity to earn a living or, at least, search for work. The consensus was that there was
more opportunity for work in Durban than in the rural areas, although most admitted that work was
not always easy to find, often relying on piece and/or temporary work. Participant 25 (FG 1,
12/04/2018) explained that her sole reason for moving to Durban was to find employment: “I moved
from the rural area because life was very hard after my parents passed away. I find life much easier in
Quarry Road than in the rural area. The reason I moved from the rural area, is that I was expecting to
get the job”. However, the settlement itself provides economic opportunity for some residents who
run small salons, taverns, creches, and spaza shops (Plate 6.15).

Plate 6.15: iSpaza Sami (My tuckshop) –
” I am here in this area for twelve years. I
built this house and I made a tuck shop in it.
I am trying to help the community because
the town is far and Checkers is also far. This
helps the community members if they are
coming from work late, they are able to buy
some stuff from my tuckshop (Participant 5,
PV, 28/02/2018).
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With regards to generational living in QRW, some participants’ children still lived at their home of
origin, such as Participant 26, who was able to earn an income through the sale of products and send
money back to her children at her rural home. Other participants’ children had been born in QRW, or
brought to QRW when it was clear they (the parent/s) would not be returning to their rural home.
Lively discussions took place in the Photovoice group session and both the focus groups around
whether QRW was home in comparison with many participants’ home of origin in the rural areas
(refer to Box 6.2). As described in other research, such as Charlton and Matlapeng (2008), many
migrants still retain strong attachments to their rural homes. This was true for some participants in
our research, who still consider their rural home to be the home to which they have the strongest
attachment. For these two participants their rural home is profoundly where they consider home to
be:
“Yes, even if I die, I will buried at home not in Quarry Road” (P26, FG1,
12/04/2016).
“Even if I say this is home, there is always something that tells me that when
I go to the rural areas, I am going home. Home is when I go from here to the
rural areas. That is where ‘home’ is” (P9, FG 2, 23/04/2018).

Box 6.2 Debate around rural/urban place identity (FG2, 23/04/2018)
P32: What I would like to clarify is that “there is no home here” because if I
can go back to what we spoke about earlier when we were talking about
coming from town … when I come from town to here, I always say I am
going to “my place” because when I go home I know it is home because that
is where my parents are. I always say that I am going home when I am going
to rural areas, and what I am trying to say is that there is no home here.
P31: I disagree with P32. To me home is a place where you spend a lot of
time because even if you are working and have a house in the suburbs, you
always say that I am going home not to the house.
(Laughing and arguing)
P32: I want to correct him.
P31: (arguing) Do you want to tell me that 20 percent that you spend at
home is enough?
P32: Wait, we did not talk about how much time you spend here? The
question is, what makes you feel that you have a home here?
P31: Let us give an example and say, you have two girlfriends, one has a
baby and one does not have. The one you are in love is the one that does
not have your child and you are no longer involved with the one that has
your child. Would you be able support the woman that has a child with you,
but has a boyfriend?

One might think that due to the lengthy time that some residents have lived in QRW (up to 25 years),
the settlement is considered home. However, while length of stay is the most consistent predictor of
place attachment (Lewicka, 2011), a range of variables determine place attachment for these
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participants, and depend on their unique circumstances, similar to the Alexandra residents (Charlton,
2010). These include whether they own a home or plot of land elsewhere, strength of biological and
familial ties to a particular area, being able to conduct traditional and/or religious ceremonies, and
where deceased family members are buried. For example, one participant’s ties to his rural home are
so strong that he declared that even if he were given a house by the Municipality, he would “not call it
a home because I believe in ancestors, and believe that I need to slaughter and do some rituals. I do
not believe that I will be able to do our rituals here because I have been given a house” (P32, CM,
17/04/2018).
Some participants experience a dual place identity, recognising both their home of origin and QRW as
a place to call home:
“If you are doing a business here, you get the profit quicker than at your
rural home. The money we get from selling, we able to send it home, as we
have two homes and pay the school fees to those who are studying here”
(Participant 27, FG 1, 12/04/2018).
“Quarry Road is like my second home because if I need my children to come
and visit during the holiday, they are able to come” (P2, FG 1, 12/04/2018).
In contrast, a few of the younger participants viewed QRW as their home of attachment or only
home. The majority of their lives had been spent in this environment, and they felt very differently to
older participants, who saw QRW as a second home, or home away from home (in the rural areas).
The attachment many younger participants, and children of participants, feel towards QRW is related
to the length of time they have lived in the community (Lewicka, 2011). While parents might hark
back to their home of origin with a sense of belonging and longing, some children and young people
who have only lived in QRW have no real rural connection, based on the infrequent time spent in
these areas, as these comments show:
“I am living my whole life in Quarry Road West. I was born there. To many
people it is an informal settlement but to me its home and has many
memories” (P19, PV, 28/02/2018).
“My children manage to study English while they are still young. I sent them
to the local school and they study in English. I compare the education of
rural and urban, it is not the same. My children do not want to go back to
rural now. Even if I wish to go back, I will not because they are studying
here. I built a house and I keep changing it because of the river, which is
expanding towards the houses” (P7, FG1, 12/04/2018).
For some there was considerable ambivalence concerning their rural/urban place identity, which is
also tied up with the negative place identity associated with living in an informal settlement (see next
section 6.4.4). Interestingly, while Participant 7 vehemently rejected QRW as home in the Photovoice
discussion, based on the poor living conditions, her comments above and below during the focus
groups reveal both her children’s and her own lack of attachment to their rural home, and therefore a
recognition that QRW is home:
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“I agree with [P31] and this is a home from January to November. December
to January, I am at home in the rural areas. The fact is, in the rural home I do
not even have a room because I am not there for the whole year and people
back there are using my room, and I have to ask them ‘Can I have a space to
sleep?’ Which means that my home is here” (P7, FG2, 23/04/2018).
But it is this next quote that truly reveals how Participant 7 feels about QRW, and her longing for what
she calls ‘a future home’, a place she is ‘looking forward to getting one day’:
“Actually, we say its home because we live there but these are umjondolo,
and there is no future for it can disappear anytime, and truly speaking this is
not home. But to me this is never actually home – this is home for now,
because this is all we can have for now. The reason we call this home, is
because we want to answer the [research] question. But it’s not actually
home” (P7, PV, 28/02/2018).
Her initial negativity towards QRW was also based on her concerns that positive comments on QRW
as home by other participants might lead people (such as the municipality) to believe that they “are
happy with what we have here – but, we want something better” (P7, PV, 28/02/2018).
Other participants also see QRW as ‘a home for now’, expressing their desire to move on to
somewhere better in the future - either somewhere totally new in a different location, or to return to
their familial rural homes and to build a house and a home there. One young woman described her
future plans:
“I know that most of us are living here because of work. We still have to have
our real homes, at the end of the day. In the future we want something else.
Young people are studying and working, but one day we have to find our own
places to call home. … I’ll build my house in one of the locations. But I also
want to go home and build my father’s house – in Stanger” (P15, PV,
28/02/2018).
These sentiments support Pretty et al’s (2003) research which indicated that for younger residents’
attachment to place was based on the achievement of certain life goals, like study or work, rather
than making a permanent home. With this in mind, a dual rural/urban place identity is likely to persist
as they retain their connections to the rural areas, while also trying to forge a better life for
themselves through their foothold in the city that living in QRW provides.
6.4.4

Negative place identity associated with living in an informal settlement

Place identity has been conceptualised in the literature in positive terms, as an element of selfidentity that builds a positive mental and emotional construct of who we are in relation to place
(Speller, 2000, in Anton and Lawrence, 2014). However, the ambivalent and even negative
sentiments towards QRW expressed by some of the participants, such as Participant 7 in the previous
section, reveal that place identity is multi-layered and complex. An individual can feel strong
attachment to a place while still being uncomfortable with, or unaccepting of, certain aspects. Place
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identity is also not static as people’s relationships with a place are constantly changing (Lombard,
2014). It is therefore helpful to consider how residents of QRW perceived the settlement when they
first arrived and how they have reconciled these predominantly negative perceptions as they have
made QRW their home, at least for now.
Prior to moving to, or visiting, QRW, residents would only have had the description of what living in
QRW would be like, from those family and/or friends already residing in the settlement, or perhaps
none at all. In general, participants were deeply disappointed when they saw QRW for the first time.
Disappointment was greatest for those who had come to visit or stay with family members who had
clearly not been forthcoming with their living conditions at QRW. Visions of flat living (P17, FG2,
23/04/2018) in a safe and clean environment, were crushed on arrival, resulting in an initial negative
place identity response:
“My first visit to Durban, I came to study, I was very happy when I left home to
visit my brothers in Durban and to my mind I was thinking I will be staying in
the flats. When we jumped off at the bus stop my brother told me that we are
going there, showing me this place. I was heartbroken and surprised, and I
asked him, “Are you staying here?” By the time I came into the house I was
disappointed because I thought I would find something different” (P32, FG2,
23/04/2018).
Feelings of expectation and excitement were dashed, and a sense of betrayal and incredulity was
expressed by participants, such as:
“The first time I saw this place, I laughed and asked him if he is staying here,
not knowing that one day I will be staying here. We jumped off from the bus
and my mother told me that we are going there. I asked her ‘where’? And she
said ‘here, we are going there’ showing me this place” (P31, FG2,
23/04/2018).
One participant spoke of seeing houses that were fit only for chickens or pigs (P7, FG2, 23/04/2018).
Another’s first night was in a room that leaked rain water onto his bed (P33, FG2, 23/04/2018).
Participant 1 (FG1, 12/04/2018), explained how their first houses were built of Juba (Zulu beer)
cartons. After living in a flat with her sister, she was not expecting to ‘live in the plastic houses’ but
did so because she and her boyfriend wanted to save.
The social conditions of QRW also raised feelings of fear and uncertainty. One participant spoke of the
culture of drinking, the high noise levels and the small spaces that were not conducive to sleeping (P8,
FG2, 23/04/2018). Another had a similar first experience:
“For me it was totally different from what I expected when I came to Quarry
Road, it was kind of scary because I have never lived in a place like this before.
It was scary because in this place people are drinking and when I came here
the electricity wires were on the ground, houses very close to each other,
people drinking with beer bottles in their hands anyhow and insults were
flying over, people stabbing each other. It was a WOW and I was not
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expecting what I saw. I thought I was going to Durban” (P15, FG2,
23/04/2018).
Living in such a settlement continues to be a source of shame and embarrassment for residents.
Despite sharing many of the positive aspects about where they live, there is still an element of
negative place identity:
“My house is under the bridge because I did not get the space. … I feel
ashamed to say I am staying in Durban because I know what kind of place I am
living in. This place is embarrassing. I have grandchildren from Johannesburg
visiting and I am worried they are going to explain at home we are staying in a
bad condition. The TV is not working well under the bridge. We put the aerial
on top of the bridge and the trucks blow it away (P7, PV, 28/02/2018).
Other statements made by residents reveal the negative stigma attached to living in an informal
settlement:
“This is an informal settlement and it is always perceived as a dirty place”
(P11, PV, 28/02/2018).
“Researcher (AM): Do you like living in this place?
PV7: No. I am not fitting in this place. My children [age 15 and 18] do not
mention that they are living in this place” (P7, PV, 28/02/2018)
“I am confident because I am like a person who is staying in flats because even
if I am walking in town nobody can tell that I am from an informal settlement”
(P8, FG2, 23/04/2018)
The range of risks experienced by the residents adds to the negative place identity associated with
living in an informal settlement. Participants expressed their fears relating to flooding, illegal
electricity wires, fire and criminal activity, as expressed by Participants 29 and 2 (FG1, 12/04/2018):
“We were not expecting that our children, who are visiting us in the
settlement, to be injured because of the illegal electricity. We are also worried
about that river maybe one day will wash us away. The risk also of the fire in
this area”.
Yes, it is not nice to stay in this kind of area because many things happen:
floods and fire. While you are sleeping, you hear people shouting “fire”.
During the community mapping report-back, the Mcondo 2 group mentioned their fears of accidents
adjacent to the M19: “This is a freeway where there are houses near it. It is dangerous to have a house
here because the car might lose control and damage or injure people in those houses” (see 8a on
Mcondo 2 map at Figure 6.5).
Several participants (all young adults) expressed how QRW was not a place to bring up children,
especially those younger than 10 years, because of these risks, the negative social environment, and
being exposed to sexual activity, as reflected in this discussion during Focus Group 2:
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P15: “It is not good especially for young children - a lot is happening there,
they are smoking drugs and children learn from all of that. For us, elders, it is
better because we know what is happening.
P31: Even if people are speaking bad language, children catch such things very
quickly.
P33:“To have a home here does not make me happy because of the kind of
housing that we have here, which are very close to each other because we
have children. This is about what happened here on Saturday. … I am worried
about the things done by adults, when they are enjoying themselves [sexually]
- some of the children see this and some are right there to see”.
Despite these concerns about the negative aspects of living in QRW, the rich narratives provided by
the participants show that they are still highly attached to QRW. They have been able to reconcile
the negative place identity, associated with the challenges of living in the settlement, with the
benefits, such as accessing education as explained by Participant 17 (FG2, 23/04/2018):
“Even though it was not easy to study at home because of the noise.
Sometimes you would ask your neighbour to play the radio softer and you will
hear another radio playing in your other neighbour. So, it has not been easy
but I managed to finish my course. But I am happy to have a home”.
This resolution of negative place identity was also expressed by Participant 15 (PV, 28/02/2018):
“We live just like everyone – even those that live in a location. We have places
to hang out clothes. We have free water and illegal electricity, so we can
watch TV. It makes me feel comfortable, because if I meet a person away from
where I stay, they wouldn’t say I live in that kind of a place”.
All things considered, QRW is still considered home, as Participant 23 stated, “But, we are calling it
home, because it is all we have.” This sentiment was echoed by Participant 6: “Yes, we have these
challenges we face. But yes, it is still home. Ok you can criticise that but only one thing I know is this is
our home and we are sleeping there”.

6.5 How the built environment enables and constrains social relations
Unlike the case studies of state or social housing in the Narratives research project, the built
environment in QRW is largely constructed by the residents themselves, as discussed in some detail in
section 6.1. The idea of place as process (Lombard, 2014) relates particularly well to the informal
settlement context due to the type of (less robust) building materials used and their exposure to risks
that can transform and even obliterate parts of the settlement overnight. However, place as process
describes much more than physical change over time. Lombard, 2014 (with reference to Burkner,
2006) defines the process of place-making as “an everyday social process of making and remaking
space” that uncovers the dialectical relationship between people and place. Human agency and social
activities, including communal relationships, continually create and recreate places, while at the same
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time the materialities of places influence individuals’ place identity and social relations (Pred, 1984).
Therefore, when we consider how the built (and natural) environment in QRW enables and constrains
social relations, we should also be cognisant of how these relations in turn recreate place materially
and influence place identity, experienced individually and as a community.
In QRW a range of elements in the built and natural environments shape social relations – including
the houses; the CABs; hard infrastructure (bridges, roads); the river, trees and open spaces; and the
social and economic spaces created by human agency as the settlement has matured. This aspect of
the research was covered in the community mapping session, during which the participants mostly
focused on the non-residential aspects of the built and natural environment and their impact on
social relations, both negative and positive.
The community mapping participants identified a range of social spaces within the settlement that
have evolved over time through the creative individual and collective actions of residents. These
social spaces encompass both built amenities and open spaces that serve as social meeting places.
Built amenities identified by the participants included MJ’s tavern, creches, spaza shops, barber shops
and hair salons, a church, community hall and the community office. These facilities not only provide
practical services to residents but also act as spaces of social interaction, building communal
relationships. An example is Chillaz, a barber shop run by one participant’s family, which also acts as
social meeting place in Mamsuthu (refer to Plate 6.16). No clear gender differences emerged during
the community mapping exercise in terms of the types of social spaces/assets valued by the residents.
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Plate 6.16: Ikhaya lami (My home) - “At kwaMamsuthu we
have a barber shop and it is my home. We have the place to
cut our hair. Even the guys come and chill here and sit and
chat during the weekend. This place is called Chillaz” (P23,
Photovoice, 28/02/2018).

MJ’s Tavern received the most attention from all of the groups as a place that both positively and
negatively shapes social relations in the community, as explained by the Mampondweni Group 1 (CM,
17/04/2018) and also in Figure 6.7:
“This is a tavern. Sometimes the tavern is a good thing to have in the
community because it help us to relax and meet friends especially for
unemployed people, but again the negative impact is that people get drunk
and end up fighting with no good or valid reasons for that”.
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Figure 6.7: Mampondweni 1 Group Community Map showing the tavern and its written description:
Advantages: We spend our time during the day when we got nothing to do, watching TV. Sometimes,
if you stressed, we used to go there and meet people. There is always lots of funny jokes that (trash)
bad memories.
Disadvantages: People get drunk and fight. Most of people missed going to work or school, staying at
the tavern.
Spaces like MJ’s provide an opportunity for residents to make new friends, socialise and establish a
support network to handle life challenges. The Mcondo 2 group drew a snooker table in the tavern
where they meet (and on which they drew their ‘map’) to show how this social space positively
impacts their relations, as explained in the CM feedback session:
“This is a snooker table (5). … This table has a positive impact on us as a
community because we make friends while playing and also those who are
coming from work come here to destress from work. It also helps the
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unemployed because this is where they do something to keep their minds
busy” (Mcondo 2 group, CM, 17/04/2018).
Communal outdoor public spaces also play an important role in informal settlements where homes
are small and hot in summer. Some of these are shaped by the natural environment, like the parks,
river and trees described in section 6.1 to 6.3. Participant 17 (PV, 28/02/2018) described a tree
stump which is used as a community meeting place:
“A long time ago we used to use this place as a park to play in. There was a big
tree with mangos in it. We climbed it to get to them. But it is now a stump.
And it is used as a meeting place. The municipality cut down that tree and
now we are using the stump as a place to sit if there is a community meeting.
It is shady there; meeting places are important for communities. They like to
gather together”.
Other open spaces play a range of different roles at different times of the day or week. For example,
the open space between the CABs and Quarry Road in Mcondo 2 (at the entrance to Mcondo 2) is
used as a ‘parking lot’ for cars, a church space where a tent is sometimes erected, a communal
meeting area13 and “a labour area where men sit and wait for those who can employ them”
(Participant 31, CM, 17/04/2018). A park across Quarry Road is also a labour pick up point.
Apart from providing an essential service to the residents, the CABs have become central meeting
places, positively influencing social relations, as described by the McCondo 2 group (CM,
17/04/2018):
“These are the toilets that we use, provided by the Municipality. These toilets
help us when it comes to making friends while we do our washing, and we
start talking and get to know each other.”
The ablution blocks and taps also provide a central area for community notices to be pinned
(Mamsuthu group, CM, 17/04/2018), as all residents are likely to use the facilities at least once a day.
Other elements of the built environment that structure social relations in the settlement include the
Quarry Road bridge and the water pipe that connects the settlement, linking Mcondo 2 to
Mampondweni. The pipe offers a way to easily cross the Palmiet River without having to walk around
the settlement - it “connects us together as a community” (P31, CM, 17/04/2018).
Challenges, risks and limitations of the built and natural environments have also strengthened social
relations in the QRW community, as discussed in section 6.3.2 (sense of community). The location of
the settlement in the Palmiet River floodplain, the close proximity of units to each other and the use
of flammable building materials expose the residents to flood and fire risk. These risks have united the
community, leading to solutions through the creation of the committee and a strong sense of
community where residents willingly assist their neighbours in times of crisis. The communal spaces
(built and natural) established by the residents unite the community during these times, as discussed
in the CM exercise:
13

The UKZN Climways research team always parks and meets its research participants in this space, and our
team did the same.
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“This is the office, where we go if a house is burnt. The municipality brings
clothes and food here for us to collect from the office (if there is a fire)”
(Mamsuthu Group, CM, 17/04/2018).
“These are the trees where we usually hold our meetings. We meet under the
trees if there is a fire” (Mampondweni Group 2, CM, 17/04/2018).
The lack of municipal electricity supply has led to the residents organising themselves to establish
illegal electricity connections. Together they have devised ways to make the illegal supply as safe as
possible through insulation and raising wires off the ground. These shared social practices around
solving problems concerning the built environment have strengthened place identity and sense of
community. A regular electricity supply has also enhanced social relations through lighting at night,
enabling services like hair salons, taverns and spaza shops to continue to operate, which encourages
positive relationships to develop.
While the community mapping participants did not emphasise their houses in terms of how these
built structures shape social relations, this topic did emerge during the focus group discussions. The
proximity of structures to each other both enhances and detracts from the building of positive
relationships among QRW residents. For some, being close together enhances surveillance and hence
safety, as explained by Participant 7 (FG 1, 12/04/2018):
“The good thing at Quarry Road is that the houses are close to each other,
and you can hear everything that happens to your neighbour. For example if a
person tried to rape me, it is easy to hear and help, unlike in rural areas where
houses are scattered”.
However, as discussed under section 6.3.4 (negative place identity), this proximity also has negative
social consequences. As helpful as it is for neighbours to hear if something untoward is taking place,
children are also audience to sexual activity occurring in neighbouring, or their own, homes. Noise
travels easily through walls made of wood or tin. In some homes, a curtain may be the only divider
between the rooms of adults and children. Likewise, parents are unable to fully shield their children
from drugs, drunken behaviour and fights taking place in the settlement.
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7. CONCLUSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR CREATING LIVEABLE
SETTLEMENTS
Working with the residents of Quarry Road West informal settlement, as our co-researchers in the
Narratives of Home project, has been a rewarding and worthwhile endeavour. In this research
process we sought to understand the meanings residents of an informal settlement, with some level
of in-situ upgrade through incremental services,
ascribe to home, neighbourhood and
neighbourliness, the place identities that develop in this type of residential environment, how the
particular built and natural environment in which they are located has enabled or constrained social
relations, and how they have transformed this environment to create their homes and
neighbourhood. Our chosen participatory research methods - Photovoice, community mapping and
focus groups – enabled the participants to tell their stories through different mediums resulting in
nuanced and detailed narratives that responded well to the project’s research questions.
As a largely ‘self-built’ informal settlement, QRW is a ‘place-in-the-making’, constantly evolving over
time and at the mercy of flood and fire risks. Despite its challenging conditions, the narratives, images
and maps produced by our research participants reveal how they have developed a strong
attachment to QRW. While the material dimensions of place (place dependence) were emphasised in
how the participants conceptualised QRW as home, emotional and social dimensions (place identity)
were also clearly evident. The settlement is ‘home’ to these residents because it provides a range of
material, psychological and social benefits, which support their life in the city in both practical and
meaningful ways. The main benefits include access to free housing and services, its good location in
the core of the city and therefore affordable access to a range of amenities, employment and other
opportunities, and a place where social networks provide them with support when living in poverty
and under difficult conditions.
Beyond this, the informal nature of this self-built settlement has allowed for a mixed use environment
to develop, providing opportunities for residents to generate income, while also providing a range of
services in close proximity to the community. A range of multi-purpose communal open spaces and
community meeting areas have evolved over time both generated by and building on their strong
sense of community. The high density of the settlement, while increasing fire risk and creating higher
noise impacts, is seen as beneficial. Neighbours are close by to protect them against fire and crime,
to share their happiness and sadness, and to lend them food when they run short. The research
participants value living in a community that is well organised socially, providing support and a sense
of belonging. The settlement also meets the needs of people across generations, supporting both
young, middle aged and old in their endeavour to claim their right to the city. Parents raise children in
the settlement and while there are some significant social and psycho-social challenges and extreme
material dangers for children living there, social networks and community surveillance improves the
safety of children.
Personal place identity in QRW was also expressed in residents’ pride in their homes, their sense of
ownership and accomplishment in building and furnishing their homes, as well as the personal and
shared memories that bind them to QRW. However, despite expressing a strong place identity in
relation to QRW, many participants also revealed a dual place identity with the rural homes from
where they come, and to which they are still strongly attached. The negative place identity
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associated with living in an informal settlement emerged strongly in our focus group discussions,
perhaps reinforcing attachment to the rural home.
This study raises important questions and provides very useful data about housing the poor in the
city. With increasing housing backlogs and the inability of the state to deliver houses at the scale it has
done so in the past, as it evident in the case of Durban where delivery of low cost housing has
declined steadily over the past four years, informal settlement upgrading has become essential for
addressing the housing challenges in South African cities. While QRW is a deferred relocation due to
its high risk site, it is unlikely that the settlement will be relocated in the near future. The settlement
has been selected as a pilot case study for incremental upgrading as part of a partnership between
Project Preparation Trust (PPT) and the Human Settlements Unit of eThekwini Municipality in the
iQuaza Lethu project funded by the European Union (EU). This programme hopes to address critical
issues in the settlement, including solid waste removal, storm water management and the
stabilisation of the river banks. The insights from this study on the narratives of home can make a
significant contribution to the EU programme, as it highlights many of the ‘softer issues’ that can be
supported in the settlement to improve resident’s quality of life. The critical issues that have emerged
from this study, which reveal how people construct homes and hence an acceptable life for
themselves in the city, even in the most dire of circumstances, can be transferred to other informal
settlements in Durban and South Africa, as exemplars of what is critical to conserve and support when
informal settlement upgrades take place. While informal settlements across the city and South Africa
vary considerably as a result of their history and context and state-citizen relations, the lessons learnt
from this study are relevant to all settlements in the city and hence should be taken in to account in
incremental in-situ upgrades.
The insights from our research in QRW reinforce how the process of place-making is a social
endeavour, involving a relationship between residents, as individuals and in community, and the place
where they live (Lombard, 2014). State and private housing providers and related built environment
professionals (planners, architects, engineers) cannot make homes and neighbourhoods – this is the
work of the residents. However, the built environment they plan and design can promote or
constrain the making of places that become good homes and neighbourhoods, especially for the
urban poor.
In the case where informal settlements are relocated, which is the long term plan for QRW, it is
critical that the material, social and symbolic elements of home are taken in to account and not
disrupted significantly through relocation. Research undertaken by Sutherland and Buthelezi (2014;
2017) on the relocation of an informal settlement, Ocean Drive In, in the north of the city, to
Hammonds Farm low cost housing project, reveals both the costs and benefits of relocating informal
settlers to low cost housing projects. The loss of elements of home, that are so well constructed in
spaces of informality, impacts significantly on residents in relocation projects. One of the most serious
impacts is the splitting up of a community, as informal settlers are not always relocated to the same
low cost housing projects or to the same areas within large low cost projects. Our research has shown
just how important community networks and social support is in QRW, where the community benefits
in so many diverse ways from being part of a close knit community. The disruption of these social
networks through a poorly planned relocation process would increase vulnerability and the poverty of
these informal settlers. Meth and Buthelezi (2017) and Meth et al (2018) have expanded on the
research undertaken by Sutherland and Buthelezi (2014; 2017) and have reflected on both the
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changes in crime and uncivility as a result of the relocation of residents from Ocean Drive In to
Hammonds Farm and on how relocations have produced “uneven legal geographies, with persisting
gendered inequalities and poverty distorting residents’ abilities to benefit from material-legal
interventions aimed at improving their lives (Meth et al, 2018: 1).
The ‘Narratives of Home’ project provides a significant opportunity to shift perceptions and
constructions of home and everyday life in community and state produced housing for the urban
poor. The challenges in dealing with and improving informal settlements in cities are immense. The
tensions between progressive city policies and repressive strategies to control the growth of
settlements remain, revealing how ‘life in an informal settlement and the creation of a home’ and ‘the
right to the city’ come up against the regulations and control of the state. This tension was
experienced first-hand during the study. While the 34 community members were at UKZN providing
feedback on the final presentation of their work as part of the co-production of knowledge in October
2018, land monitors from the Land Invasion Unit of the Municipality were demolishing two homes,
without legal permission or a court order. This situation was quickly addressed by the community
leadership through the partnership they have with the university and the municipality, as a result of
the Palmiet Catchment Rehabilitation Project, but the impact on a family having their home illegally
destroyed on a rainy day in Durban is severe. The homeowner had been upgrading the exterior of her
home and hence her house was considered to be a new build. It is hoped by presenting and
illuminating the life of informal settlers in the city, in all its humanness, creativity, resilience, and
courage, new approaches to informal settlements by all actors will emerge.
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APPENDIX A
NARRATIVES OF HOME AND NEIGHBOURHOOD PARTICIPANTS:
QUARRY ROAD WEST INFORMAL SETTLEMENT
Name
Joyce Ried
Thobile Khumalo
Khuthaza Bhebeni
Nicholars Khumalo
Zanele Hele
Gugu Msibi
Thembisa Nomlala
Bongekile Zukulu
Mandla Ncayiyana
Zandile/Nurse Ntuli
Nolufefe Mkhatshwa
Nomandla Nqanula
Xolelwa Jali
Ntlahla Shude
Thenjiwe Cele
Simlindile Yalezo
Thabisa Nzimande
Bonakele Nyawuza
Crasia Nzimande
Nosikelela Nompumza
Mthobisi Gumede
Xolani Mdutyana
Athini Manxiba
Hlengiwe Dube
Nontsindiso Yalo
Nobuthanani Thuthu
Makhawula/Sebenzani Hlongwe
Khetha Miya
Sinoxolo Maguzumana
Thandiswa Mjajo
Luyanda/Magic Xolo
Mbongeni Mjwacu
Khayelihle Mnyani
Samuel/SD Zondani
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